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Cfhe Little gU(j
Firsi-placenonfiaionbyjared Belden

D

id Mr. Femeau wear a toupee? Doug
Pogensee said he did. He and Adam

Bowersox used.to

tell the

story of how Doug

somehow snatched it from his head one day while
he was slouched over tying his shoe. I don't
believe a word of it. Adam and Doug told a lot
of stories. Yet, after I heard this account, I would
sometitnes stand at the back of the room during
band class and try to imagine our director with a
shiny bald head. It was frighteningly easy, and
funny teo.
His hair was medium length, dirty brown
with touches of gray on the sides, and, as a rule,
perfectly parted. Even when he played basketball with some band-junkies in the old gymnasium, the hair never moved. It wasn't because
he didn't get into it the game, either. All his
shirts bore the armpit stains to prove his sincerity. He held his own against any athletic talent
the band department could produce. His aggressiveness (some might call it shoving) and his
heads-up play (some might call it cheating) ravaged overconfident high schoolers time and
again. This was all the more impressive consid-

ering his unlikely basketball physique. He was
affectionately known by all the initiated as "the
little guy."By comparison, he was atleast ahead
shorter than any other 2A band director in the
state.

Besides these pick-up games, his daily routine was hardly aerobic. Almost every morning

he would slide through the band room door balancing a white flat-box of donuts in one hand,
his brief case in the other, and magically suspending a cup of hot coffee between the two.
He ran a candy-vending cartel out of his office
desk drawer. He sampled at least some of all the

products he sold. Like most high school directors, his only form of exercise was standing, an
activity which he did often and well. He stood
in front of atleast four ensembles a day, perched
atop a sturdy brown podium, I thought, so as to

lookmorecommanding Duringmarchingband
season, he stood on the practice field bleachers,
barking instructions througbhis megaphone. He
stood up front at pep assemblies and shouted

out our band's accomplishments, challenging the
student body to come out and support us at our
next performance. Hestood on stageduringJazz
Championships when the first round results were
announced. Here, the longer he stood, the bet-

ter our band fared. The "participants" were read
off first, then the lower-placed finishers, and
last1y,the two finalists. & each high school was
announced, the director for that school would
step forward, receive his band's award, and then
exit the stage. He referred to this proceeding
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as

"the duck shoot." He almost always dodged the
bullet.
Femeau spent a lot of his time under fire.
The battle-lines were clearly drawn between
N onh Polk's music department and its adminis-

game Sim City, he joined in the fun and built a
metropolis that rivaled Atlantis. When the fad
shifted to the computer card game Free Cell, he

tration. It gave one the sense of belonging to a
secret revolutionary society, lounging inFemeau' s
cluttered office and listening to him recount in

the band room one day and erased all the games
from our computers. Femeau agreed reluctantly
to "grow up."
Onething henever outgrew, though, was his

anitnated terms his latest fray with Mr. Fjelland,
our school's principal. The band program was
sorely under-funded; in fact, there was no music
department budget. Every time Femeau submitted a purchase request, he was tumeddown.
Our ensembles were also unappreciated.. As in

many schools, the athletic department filled trophy case after trophy case in the front hallway
with glittery proof of its accomplishments. The
music trophies sat in a dusty pile on some file
cabinets in a back comer of the band room.
Femeau endured constant scrutiny. Not that
he didn't provide some fuel for suspicions. One
day, when the high school concert band was
acting particularly unruly, he threw a chair across
the room. It ricocheted violently off the back
wall, simultaneously silencing the class and insuring phone calls from angry parents. If he

didn't feel like organizing the pep band for a
Friday night game, he didn't. Organization was
not his strong suit. The band room bore a strong
resemblance to a crammed pawn shop. This general disarray seemed to flow outward from
Femeau's office, the ceiling of which looked to
be supported by unstable towers of sheet music
and candy bar-wrappers. In his five years at Nonh
Polk, he never kept a grade book. Everyone
who was in any way affiliated with the program

got an "A." (Regretfully, I only discovered this
after graduation] From my sophomore year on,
he
and
our
choir
director,
Mrs.
Phifer, seldom spoke civilly to each other. The
communicating door between the band room
and the choir room was eventually bolted shut.

If Femeau led a harried life at our school, he
took it lightly. For 7 a.m. marching band re-

mastered it. These leisure activities were abruptly
ended when Mrs. Phifer shoved her way into

love for competition. This trait showed itself
most in his direction of our jazz band. High
school jazz in Iowa is an extremely competitive
activity, and Femeau was out to win. This he
demonstr~edbypouringhoursintoourensemble. The jazz band attended at least six competitions a year, in addition to our normal cornmunity performances. He brought in two or
three big name band directors a month to do

clinics with our group. Faithfully he peddled
Jamie Aehersold soloing tracks and preached the
usefulness of scale practice. He took several students along to jazz camps in Chicago, illinois
and Louisville, Kentucky. The band room was
always filled with the sounds of his compilation
tracks of jazz greats like the Count Basie or-

chestra, Miles Davis,John Coltrane, and Dizzy
Gillespie. His enthusiasmforthis music was contagious, and our band caught it in full force.
Smdents who wouldn't crack a bookin any other
subject were spending hours honing performance
charts, listening to solos for ideas, and attending
local concerts.

Quickly, the hard work paid off. We were
selected for J azz Championships all four years,
and played in the finals on the Civic Center stage
three of the four times. Motorists driving into
Polk City off the main highway can see the road
sign commemorating our 1998 state tournament
wins, both in basketball and in jazz. We made Tshirts. We had rivalries with other bands. We

had roadies. We had more fun than we thought
possible in a high school setting. I vividly remember walking into a massive white room in
the Convention Center on the morning of Jazz

laughed so hard that he cried when my friend
Josh and I transformed our concert band audition tapes into radio theater performances. We

Championships andhearingthe explosion from
the crowd. Red and black signs were waving all
over the place. "Go, Josh!" "We love you.jaredl"
"Yeah, Tiffany!" "North Polkjazz!" IfeltlikeI
was on a sports team. Per-once, Femeau's pleading with the student body had paid off. We had
a following. He kicked off the band and then
got out of the way, just like he always did.
Performances like this were of course in-

laughed even harder when he did impersonations
of other school's band directors. During my
freshman year, when everyone who hung out in

timidating. Yet, Femeau had prepared us well.
"You have to take over the stage," he would
often tell us. As we filed onto the beat-up risers

the band room was crazed about the computer

in some out-of-the-way highschool gymnasium,

hearsals out on the field, he sometimes wore a
jumbo foam cowboy hat. He was even more

laid back in his free time. If hassled enough, he
would play the theme song from "Peanuts" on
our our-of-rune piano; he played it with all the

fun and vitality that the song deserved. He

we would aggressively rearrange chairs, move
speakers, roll around the piano, bring in more
music stands, and brief the "sound guy" as to
our preferences. We never started playing until
everything was just how we liked it. When we
played our solos, we were to act as if these were

the best riffs we'd ever played, as if everyone in
the audience
performance

had come just to hear us. Afterthe
was over, we walked off stage

happy, looking like we'd just conquered the
world. This is still my approach to public performance, and it works.

During the spring of my senioryear, Femeau
took our band and choir to Walt Disney World
in Florida. To this day I've never been able to
figure out how he managed it. The administration was up in arms about the lack of educa-

tional value, the price, and anything else it could
fixate on. Yet, somehow,

we found ourselves

stumbling off of a crowded charter bus and
into the squinring sunlight of the happiest place
on earth. There were the kidney-shaped pools
outside of our hotel room, skirted with palm

trees and stirred by playful fountains. There was
the giant ball at Epcot Center, the lake-side gal.
lery of cultures, the "Honey IShrunk the Kids"
3-D theater, the "Countdown to Extinction"
thrill-ride, the safari on an African plain, the

posing for pictures with Mickey and Goofy, the
Indiana Jones stunt show, and the heart-stopping "Tower of Terror." Oh, and we played a
little bit of music, too. Come to think of it, we
didn't see a lot of Feme au on that trip. Nobody
could keep up with him.

Garden Trellis
My silver-haired Great-Grandpa
next-door neighbor-

-my

watches over

my

sisters and me

from his porch windows.

He makes us feel as if we

are all the beauty he needs.
And we forget that he has seen
more sunshine and more storms
than we can even count.

He praises our perfect snow angels

with mugs of hot chocolate in winter.
He whistles his
spring and summer birdcalls
through the open windows,

Long ago, he put up a trellis
at the edge of the garden
that he now allows my mother to tend.
Silvery-gray. it has stood

laughing when we recognize

through storms and sunshine,
watching over that rich

him behind the whistle.

and colorful garden.

He supervises as we rake
his dusty autumn leaves

in purple clematis
and blue morning glory. sagging
under the weight of so much beauty.

carrying color of its own

into piles ripe for jumping
and invites us in

for a glass of root beer

Honorable mention poetry.

and a Quarter.

ignoring the leaves that cling
to our hair and our shoelaces.

Maria De Boer I-1Jngsnes

Hands
I remember my grandmother in her kltchen at Thanksgiving.
The small room was hot and sticky. The steam

from the pot of boiling potatoes and the heat
from the open range made it a suffocating place.
Grandmother never noticed - never batted an eye until Grandfather would come up stairs.

Tall and lanky. he would stand directly behind her.
leaning over her shoulder. breathing warm. wet
breaths down her neck. smelling of the Shlitz he kept
hidden down in his workshop.

He was clothed in sawdust

which shook off of him like downy flakes of snow and
collected at his feel. Like oatmeal. it would mix
with the splashes of turkey broth that had spilled from
the basting pan and stick to our shoes. Grandma would

Looking at Old Photos
With Grandma
in our conversation
eager Questions

my

ask him to move in a voice still becoming of the lady posed
in the now faded wedding photograph sitting
framed on her organ in the living room.

Grandfather would mutter something about always
being in the w'!Y and trip out the back door.
She would continue gently tearing up pieces of bread
for the stuffing and blink back tears prompted by a bowl of
minced onions. Grandma was a school cook when she worked,

your thoughtful answers

cooking in my mother's elementary school. She would tell me
of the pots of her homemade vegetable beef stew. fresh
baked powder rolls, and bubbling. hot apple cobbler.
She had wanted to be a nurse though - wearing red lipstick
and a slimming white sklrt that hung close at her knees picklng up tongue depressors with her long, elegant fingernails
and lightly pressing stethoscope heads to young men's chests.
Instead, she cooked with callused hands and wore dirty, stained
aprons. Yet, somehow her finger nails remained long and shapely,

our collective pondering
and silent reverence

for the mystery of life.
past decisions forever
remain unchanged. uncholced.

old and new fade.
evolve and blur together
on crinkled Kodak paper.

Carrie Odell

never thinning from hard dish water or cracking from
opening cans of government peanut butter.

Picking up a small paring knife. she began to peel an apple, strip
after curly strip, skillfully gUiding the blade with arthritic
yet still elegant fingers, topped with points of perfect grace.

Carrie Cleveland

9ndian Summers
nonfiaion byKarl Sdnoeder

B

eyond the verdant Midwestern prairies
of Iowa and Missouri there lies an arid
land scorched brown by the wind and the sun.
It is a vast expanse of earth that rises steadily
from the Missouri River Basin into the higb plains
of Wyoming and Colorado. In the midst of this
land, you gain the sense of centeredness like
being inside of a giant vacuum that sucks all of
Creation into it. In the winter, millions of migratory birds come to escape the bitter cold of
the north. Summers attract magnificent thunderstorms that escape on warm Jet stream winds

symbolized the lifestyle that the territory provided

Indian summers often bring me back to visit
the grave of my grandfather and this land I remember him by. He was a cowboy and among
the first to settle here. The early miners and
trappers had moved quickly over the land in
search of the gold and furs of the mountains.
But a few, like my grandfather, settled here on
the plains-islands
in a vast dry sea of brown
and red, etching out existences as cattle men
and sustenance farmers. That is what gave the

rushing westward out of the Rocky Mountains.
And in the spring, humidity sweats out across
land from the east briefly painting the ground
green with life.
Ages ago, massive seas of ice planed this land

was of the rare breed that thrived on the American ideals of freedom and individuality-and
had the fortitude to live on those principles.

flat and uninterrupted, leaving only scattered
solitary escarpments of sharp red earth to bequest an inimitable existence to its future inhabitants. Solitude and freedom whisper out
from these landmarks like a secret. Standing
there in the midst of it all, you cannot escape
the depth of their expression. All things are

trialism and modem agriculture had destroyed
the true essence of the cowboy. Often, we
would eat ice cream on the porch during hot
afternoons, and he would tell me stories of the

unmistakable, pure and simple. There is no confusion. All is distinct and free, and so too are
you. Like my grandfather and the other cowboys who settled the region, these landmarks

~mbo/s

cowboy a distinct and admirable character. He

His name

Tommy. I lived with him for
a summer, years ago. That was long after induswas

past. Days on end, he said, he would spend
alone on the open range with a herd Companionship he found in his horse, a pouch of tobacco, and the warm nighttime fire that offered
the single other point of reference in the cold
dark sea of a Southwestern night.
Because cowboys did spend so much time
alone, he always said, they inevitably became
some of the friendliest people in the world. He

would tell of branding parties where all the cow-

boys and their families would gather togerber at
a ranch that had just brought in anew herd. The
men would spend all day in the yard separating,
inspeering and branding the cattle, while the
women transformed the small prairie home into
a giant kitchen where the best of food was pre-

pared-bread, vegetables, steaks and all kinds
of pies. And at night they would all celebrate
and eat and drinkbomemade shine almost until
thedawn.
I remember once asking my grandfather why
he didn't look like the cowboys in the movies.
He laughed a son of sigh and said that when the
city folk started wearing cowboy hats and boots,
that's when he started wearing tennis shoes and
baseball caps. He took me back to the house

and pulled deep from the cedar closet a dilapidated pair of snake skin boots and a weathered
black Stetson cowboy hat-aged with wrinkles
and scars but still unyielding and proud just like
he was.

The cowboy

was

an enigmatic figure. Only

countless sunrises have truly known his face.
And as many sunsets have forgotten it. Films
and books have tried to capture the identity of
the cowboy, but they couldn't, at least not the
real cowboy like my grandfather, because the
real cowboy preferred anooymiry. That was his
essence. The cowboy carriedno great name or
extravagant story. All that we really know of
him is that he was real, he was good, and he was
American. He had a story but it was collective,

shared by all of the kind. It tells of one who

Four-leaf clover.

Virtually Impossible to lind.
Not for my father though.

championed

On almost any given summer day.
He can find one in the patches of clovers that grow
in our yard.
Gluing each one to an index card
to preserve.

He takes great pride in his clovers.
And in his children.

freedom and equality; a man of a

simple and deliberate existeoce, uninhibited by
the frivolousness of the outside world He stood
for good, for what was and still is American.
The cowboy was a quiet hero.
My grandfather carried quiet dignity in himself and in his history. His stories all seemed to

The love he feels for us gleams in his eyes,

be distant. There always seemed to me to be a
sadness about the way he remembered them.

But never escapes his lips.
In eighteen years I had never heard him say

den from the world. Not because he had any-

Like his hat and boots, I felt he kept much bid-

those precious words.

Then one day I was to leave.
College bound.
Far away from my father's protective watch.
On my own; an adult at last.
Before my family drove away from the parking lot of my new home,
My father handed me a giftA four-leaf clover glued to an index card.
One of his precious clovers.

A symbol of luck saying so much more,
Saying what my father could not:
"I love you:

Rebecca Mehrens
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tbingto bide, but because the world wouldn't
understand.
There is an even greater silence in this land
now that my grandfather is gone from it. This is
how he would want it. This is how he most
fondly remembers it. Often in the warm afternoons of Indian Summers I wander far beyond
the grave of my grandfather, further into my
memories of him and into the openness of the

laud. I spendbours here, alone, gazing upon the
clear and pure face of a solitary yesterday. I can
hear my grandfather in the land. His spirit whispers its secrets in its lonely freedom.

J3rittaYlIj
non-fiction by C:mie Odell

S

he ran toward my family, her long blond

nightstand that separated us.

hair swinging,

Whenever I had friends over, Brittany would
follow us around, begging to be included. She
always copied me, and it made me furious. My

and wrapped her arms

around my waist. Looking up ar my own childish face, she boldly asked, "Areyou the people I
am coming to live with?"

Wben I was in the fourth grade, my parents
asked my older sister Monica and I what we
thought about adding another member to our

family. They had found out at church about a
little girl without ahome.

Brittany's mom was

in prison for fraud, her dad was guilty of drug
possession, and her grandparents "preferred not
to take her in." Brittany would not be with us
forever, my mother explained, we would be her

'foster family,"
I wondered what it would he like to share
my parents with a stranger when my mom
showed us a photo of the four and a half year-

old girl.
"She's cute," Monica exclaimed.
"She looks tall," I said.
The decision was made that Brittany would
sleep on the vacant twin bed in my room, the
bed Monica had occupied until inheriting her
own private bedroom.
It was a long drive to the Canon City

half-

way house where my family picked Brittany up
on Sunday April 16,1989.
The building smelled like stale cigarette
smoke, mixed with the aromas of Mexican food.
one of the residents was making. Our family
squeezed onto a musty couch in the living room
so we could answer questions and become ac-

quainred with Brittany andher mom, Michelle.
I sat quietly, but I hoped my short denim skirt
would impress on them that Iwas "cool."
Monica andBrittany and Iwere sent outside

to play with the other kids so the adults could
talk. I wanted the loud little brown-haired boy
to think my mom was in prison, too. Then
maybe he would think I was tougher than I
actually was. The grass outside the house was
brown. and there wasn't anything to play with.
The goodbyes were awkward.
Brittany chattered incessantly on the drive
home, excited to see where she would sleep and
to meet our golden retriever. All of her stuff
was moved into my room.
At first it was really fun to have a new playmate. Monica andlhad fun dressing Brittany

up and curling her bair. But Brittany'S age and
obvious need. for attention slowly began to dig
into me.

Brittany had a habit of rummaging in my
dresser drawers. At night as we would lay side

by side, I would rum my back to Brittany only
to find her pulling on the blue knobs of the

friends thought Brittany was an adorable five-yearold. I started calling her "Brit-brat," (My mom
would remind me that "imitation is the sincerest
form of flattery.")
My mom latched on to Brittany. Ithink she
needed her. Mom told me Brittany had some kind
of neglect disorder, because her parents had not
taken care of her. Sure I felt bad, hut this had

been my family first.
Sometimes Monica and I would fight over Brittany: If we weren't getting along, we would choose

of Brittany , and she tortured my mother with
threats.
In the spring of 1991 we were told that
Michelle had almost completed her sentence.
She wanted to get Brittany at the end of the
school year and relocate to Wyoming.
Soon after school was out, we met at our

church, where Brittany had gone to pre-school
and kindergarten. I gave Brittany a hug, but I
don't remember what Isaid. Michelle andher
boyfriend Kevin whisked Brittany and her belongings into a Chevy truck and drove away. I
painfully watched the pick-up zoom off down

Brittany to round out one of the pairs. But someone was always left out. H Monica and I were
enjoying one another's company. Brittany would
be pushed aside in favor of our pre-teen activities.
Brittany was just as moody. She'd cry. occa-

the street.
Icried when Brittany left, but Icried. more
later when I thought about how horrible I
had been to her. Anger over messy drawers
and jealousy about my place in my family
seemed so petty and insignificant.
Brittany lived with us for two years. We

sionally accompanied by kicking, and almost always, pouting. And she'd scream for her mother if

had our struggles, but I loved ber. My whole
family did. I just struggled to admit it. Brit-

she didn't get her own way.
Relations with Brittany's mom were strained,
Michelle was required to return to prison, so my
mom would take Brittany to visit her on Saturdays. Sometimes Michelle would call our house,
and Mom would sob into the phone. Michelle
feared that we would try to fight her for custody

tany was a vivacious

kid.

She had lived a

tough life in her first few years, and I felt I had
played some part in that. Somehow when I
realized she was leaving, Iwanted her to stay;
Despite some of her annoying habits, she had
worked her way into my heart. (Iguess that's

what sister> do).

Thursd~ Nights
Two whole days until my dad cleans my ears. I get them cleaned on
Thursday nights and I know Thursday is in two days cause t asked my
mom when Thursday was coming. She told me two days from today.
Every Thursday night before bed my dad cleans my ears. Every
Thursday when my dad cleans my ears I ask him what the orange stufT
on the Q-tip that he just took out of my ear is - Pumpkin buds. melon
rinds, last night's lasagna. naughty thoughts. and watermelon seeds.
How do those get in my ears - I ask my dad. I'll tell you next
Thursday champ - is all he tells me.
Sometimes when no one is around I climb up on the counter and

try to get a good look in my ear hole. I try to figure how those things
get in there - cause dad won't tell me.

But never ever do I get a

good look and two days is an awful long time to wait.

Katie Petersen

,

tmil0
fiction by LisaBauwman

T

yler sat on his heels among planes of

wet sand and stared out to sea. The

tide was coming in and a few waves had lapped
at the bottom of his blue jeans, but he didn't
care. Noise surrounded him. College friends
were throwing a Frisbee around behind him.
A squealing child clung to her older brother's
arm as she navigated the slippery rocks. But he
heard none of it as the sun slipped below the
surface of the water.
Had it really only been one month? Four

weeks ago his life had been predictable, four
weeks ago he'd been sure of everything. But
then the bottom had fallen out of his world.
Ns it cnunbled around him, he'd been left grasping for the last few broken shreds.
The waves of the Pacific crashed only a
few yards in front of him, but the white caps
moved in silence as his eyes glazed over andhe
remembered.
** ...... *

Emily came from. It looked like a really long
way from Iowa, even further than Grandma's.
Eric had told him that Emily was biggerthan
them when they'd come home from the hospital.
Eric and Tyler had grown inside mommy instead
of in Korea and that took less time.
As Tyler leaned over in his father's arms to
inspect her, he knew she was special. He couldn't
wait for his turn to hold her, even if Eric did get
to go first.
*""*""""'"

The Frisbee missed his head by inches. It
drifted past him andhe stood up, quickly stretching his legs before stepping over to retrieve one
of his friend's misguided throws.
"You playin', man?" Jeremy asked as Tyler
returned it and he caught the white Frisbee with
two hands.
"Maybe a little later," Tyler yelled into the
cool breeze.

He didn't know why he'd agreed to come and

had been yelled from the kitchen when he was

spend the weekend at Megan's family's beach
house with everybody. At least when he was at

just four years old. He'd been excited to no

school, he could distract himself with school-

longer be the littlest in the family.

work..

"Tyler, Eric, come meet your little sister,"

His bedroom was closer to the stairs. but
Eric's seven year old legs covered the distance

to the kitchen just as fast.
The boys ran down the steps, vying for first
place, until they caught a glimpse of their
mother. One arm was wrapped around a bundle
of blankets, the other reached up to cover her
mouth with her index finger, quieting them.

He wa1ked along the water's edge, distancing
himself from the group. Occasionally waves
would come up on shore and lap at the soles of
his brown sandals. He walked out onto the pier
and sat down on an edge well above the water,

letting his legs dangle.
He glanced backto where he'd been walking
and noticed the seahad alreadywasbed away his
footprints. Gone 50 easily, like they'd never even

Their stockinged feet skidded to a stop on
the linoleum floor.
Dad had picked him up first since he was
littler. An impatient Eric pulled over a kitchen
chair and climbed up on it. Together the four

been there in the first place.
He wrapped his arms around himself, wishinghe'd worn more than just a white T-shirt as
the night air started to get colder. He fixed his

of them studied the newest addition to their

eyes on the graduallydarkeninghorizon, but soon
that disappeared from his sight.

family.
Tyler was a little stattled first at the sight of
her black tufts of hair and dark skin. Even
thenher black eyes seemed to look right through
him and see her big brother for what he really
was.
He'd waited a really long time to meet his
sister. His mom had shown Eric and him pictares of her from the agency. She told them
she was going to get on a bigplane and go really
far away for a couple of weeks, and when she
came home, she'd have Emily with her.

Emily, that's what they'd decided to name
her. Tyler liked her name, he thought it was
beautiful. Since Eric was already big and in
grade, he's shown Tyler how to spell it.
He'd also shown Tyler on their globe where

first
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******

"You coming to the game tonight?" Emily
asked from the doorway of Tyler's room. She'd
just come home from school.

Her long black

hair that normally fell to the middle of her back
was already pulled into a ponytail. "It's the last
one before Christmas break." she prompted.
"It's already Christmas break," Tylerteased.
"For you maybe, but us high schoclers are

still hard at work. That's okay, next year I'll be
the one home from college, and you won't be
here yet because you'll be working 9 to 5 at some

job."
"I really don't think I feel like a high school
basketball game, Em," he said, avoiding the pouty
little sister look he

knew was coming.

"Come on, it might be the only time you're
gonna be able to see me cheer since you insist on

going to college so dumb far away. Please?"
"Eric and Iwere going to go hunting early
tomorrow morning," he said, gesturing to the
gun he was cleaning in his lap.
"So," she said, bounding into the room and

sitting beside him on the bed. "Eric saidhewas
coming." Momentarily she got distracted from
her mission to persuade her brother.
She

reached over and ran her hand down the length
of the gun. -when are you going to teach me
how to use that so Ican come with you guys?"

"You're too little," Tyler had teased her.
"I'm 18. Dadtookyougoyshuntingbefore
you were even 16. Just because I'm the youngest doesn't mean I'm still a baby."
Tyler slipped his arm around her shoulders
and squeezed her neck. "You'll always be my
little sister."
She rolled her eyes at him as though the
phrase annoyed her, but they both knew she

loved her position in the family. "I'll make you
a deal," Tyler said, turning his blue green eyes to
his sister's black ones. "U you let me skip the
game.I'll teach you how to use this after we get
back tomorrow. Think you can manage to put
away your dolls and hair bows for a Saturday
afternoon?"
She slid out from underneath his arm. and
elbowed him in the ribs as she stood up. "I

haven't touched a doll in years," she proclaimed.
"You're off the hook for now, but you have to
promise to come watch me cheer at least once
before you go back to California."

He promised.
******
Tyler tried to stop his thoughts there. He
didn't want to go any further. But like the
waves on the shore below him, the memories
kept coming and coming, crashing harder and

harder. He pulled his hand through his sandy
blond hair as his neck gave way and his head
dropped to his chest.
"'**"'**

His thoughts fast forwarded through Christmas and New Year's. His mom and Eric had
both tried to tell him that they were worried
about Emily. They couldn't place their finger
on anything in particular. There was no boyfriend to break up with, no fights with her

friends that they'd heard about, but they maintained something with Emily was off. But Tyler
dismissedthem. WhatdidEricknow?
Helived
on his own farm an hour away and most of
whatheheardcamefromMom,
whc wasprob-

ably just feeling a little overprotective.
Tyler's last semester of college didn't start

until mid-January, so to pass the time, he'd been
helping his dad's friend with milking while his

hired man

ingphotographs would interrupt his dreams, he
would open that Bible to the blood spattered
page and wonder just where his sister had been

******

Tears mixed with thesalry mist rising off the

was on vacation.

The high school started classes the Tuesday
. after New Year's, bnt Emily had managed to
catch a flu bug somewhere,

once in the many waking hours of the last four

weeks hadhe been able to feel anything but loss
and disbelief.

and she had stayed

home the first two days. Since milking gave him
an odd sleeping schedule, he hadn't seen much
of her. They talked a little Wednesday night.
She curled up on the couch to watch television
with him. They commented on the show, but
nothing about their conversation stuck out in
his mind. She seemed quiet, melancholy, not

easily laughing at the sitcom, hut he decided not
to pry.
.
At least she didn't seem sick anymore, so he
figured she'd snap out of it. Especially when
she heard the news he discovered at work. He
could come see her at the game Friday because

he had the night off.
But Thursday, January 6, was
day seared in his memory forever.

ocean and wet Tyler's face as he covered it with
his hands and wiped them away as more came in

their place.
He held his hands out in his lap to inspect
them. He only saw the blood
Why had he taught her to use that gun?
Why hadn't he loved her more, asked what
was wrong?

Why hadn't he gone to her last basketball
game?
What if he'd come home from work earlier?

What if he'd called 911 just a little bit faster?
What if he'd decided not to work because
he didn't need the extra cash!
Investigators had looked at foul play, but
they'd ruled it out quickly. His parents had

become a

wanted to believe it was an accident, the gun
going off when she'd decided to clean it. Ncr

He came home for lunch and was surprised
to see a note from his mom on the table. It said

body wanted to believe anything else.
But deep down they'd all known. Tyler had
known even thougb he fought bard not to be-

to

looking.
Psalm 69 began on the left hand page of the
Bible. "Save me, 0 God, for the waters have
come up to my neck. I sink inthe miry depths,
where there is no foothold. I have come into
the deep waters; the floods engulf me. I am

worn out calling for help; my throat is parched.
My eyes fail, looking for my God."
What had she been thinking in those last few
minutes? Did she hold the gun for hours in the
empty house, contemplating her fate? Or had
she made the decision in a moment of desperation and acted on it?
Had the Bible given her peace? Or had it too

failed toholdthe answers shemust've beenlookingfor?
******
Darkness had fallen over the ocean, and the
stars twinkled in the sky, occasionally covered

by restless clouds.
His friends had given up on the Frisbee game
now that the sun no longer forced light over the
horizon. They were crowded around the fire

lieve it.

pit, flickering inthe shadows of cold bodies and

They'd failed. Somewhere along the line,
the most important people in his sister's life had

roasting marshmallows.
to his feet. He stared for one more moment into
the ocean that his mother and little sister had

Comingup the stair> andseeingsunlightpour-

failed to prove to her how much they loved her.
She'd chosen another path to end whatever-pain
she was in.
It was the Bible that really got him. For
some grotesque reason he couldn't explain, he'd

the memories and darkness of his soul might
make him want to keep on walking, right off

ing into the hallway from her open bedroom

kept it. Talsen it with him to school, though no

the end of the pier, he turned and walked back

door.

one there knew he had it.
His family had gone to church every once in

toward the beach.
He'd made it four weeks, maybe he could
make it through tomorrow as well.

Emily hadn't felt well that morning and had
decided to take another day off school.
Hoping to brighten ber day, he decided to go
check on her and see if she was awake so he
could share his news.
He could only remember the next hour in a
frightening slow motion of snap shots.

Rounding the comer and glancing into her

bedroom before stepping in.
Catching sight of the butt of the gun and
the blood spattered Bible open on her bed before his brain could register what it meant.
Turning into the room and his mouth open~
ing in a silent scream when he saw his sister

sprawled on the floor, her hair calsedwith blood,
and empry staring eyes.
Shaking her, saying her name over andover,
more desperate each time, not knowing what to
do with the blood that covered his hands.
Running downstairs, smearing the phone receiver and two numbers with scarlet.
Sirens screaming down their gravel road.

awhile, but God had never been something they
talked about. Now Tyler didn't know whether
to tum to Him for comfort or away from Him
for taking away the most precious thing in his
world.

The Bible made him feel a little closer to her
at least. Sometimes at night, when the horrify-

Tyler pulled himself off the pier and stood

crossed together eighteen years before. But afraid

He approached the group and silently, Megan
made a place for him beside her on the log.
Wordlessly she held out a hanger with a marshmallow already stuck on the end of it. He took

the hanger. With her now free hand, she reached
around him and gently rubbed his back.

The Phone Call

ingtheir home crawling with uniforms.
He couldn't remember the exact moment

The phone rings
cutting through the air
with a high tweaked shriek
The phone rings
as if a sign of trouble
like the town whistle at tornado time
The phone rings

when the realiry of it had penetrated the smoky
haze he'd entered when he wa1ked into the bed-

and the man on the other end

room

with a monotonous tone

Buthe did remember-the searingpain pulling
at every organ in his body. The hole of despair
and emptiness where his heart once had been.

Your Dad is Dead

The look on his parents' faces when they'd
come from work, summoned bypolice and find-

He remembered

it because it never left. Not

I answer it

says
TravisAlbers
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A. )Vlishap?
rum-fiction by Jennifer Atkinson
"WATCH OUT! WAlCH OUT! I'M GOING TO FAll!!" Iydled (in English, no less).
I had arrived at the first curve of the German
Olympic ice only to discover that I was going a
bit too fast to make it. And that I had no idea
how to stop.
Well, two or three of the 500 people press·
ing in on me looked. Some people even got out
of the way. But there was one lady, just getting
up to speed. who was right in the path of destruetion. In a matter of about two seconds, I

And I was proud of her, and knew that I would

because asall teenagers know, moms anddangh-

eventually have to tell all of my friends about
how my mom never cried. when she broke her
arm. Still invincible, right? Uncle Bruce by this

ters don't get along. Moms make too many

rules, and they're just too nosy about your personalaffairs. Even though you knowthey are

time had asked around in his limited German for
directions to the nearest hospital ThenDad took

doesn't mean you like it. Repeatedly I had

Mom there, and the rest of us continued. skating
for an hour or two more.

asked God why He gave me such a strict, unbending. stubbommom.
Ithink it was fcl-

We stopped at the hospital after we left the

lowing this little mishap that I realized how
much Iloved my mom, and how much Iwas
aetuallyproud of her for being invincible, and
forjustbeingmymom. Ievenstanedtlunking
Godforgiving me my mom. Andforhelping

stadium, and Ifirst noticed the acrid urine smell

and the decidedly less-than-sanitary appearance of

fell on my bun and slid. I tried to avoid her, I

the place.

really did. But I had realized what was going to
happen only a slo-mo split second before it happened. The edge of my blade caught the back
end of her blade. She did a double flip backwards through the air, landing face down on the

Mom still hadn't been seen.
When she finally was seen, it was by a doctor
who spoke two words of English and looked to

ice about five feet behind me.
Looking back to see who it was, I realized
with some kind of relief that it was only my
mom. Duringmost of my teenage years prior to
that, I had seen my mom as the invincible, forofied castle-in a war, she always won. She sim-

ply couldn't be hurt that bad. She would forgive
me for tripping her, and we would go on skating
just as we had been before.
"You OK, Mom?" I said, skating backslowly
and gingerly to her side. Masses of people zipped
through inbetween us and around us as if we
didn't exist.
"Go tell your father I'm hurt," she said,
slowly rising to a sitting position with no aid
from me and no tears. Realization crept in
around the edges of my consciousness. It was
pretty obvious now what I had actually done. I

began to be very horrified, in a dull, detached
way. Her arm was bluish and already very swollen, from her hand to her elbow.
"I think I broke it. You'rejust lucky I wasn't
some German person. That could have been a
huge lawsuit!" She pulled herself into a more
comfortable, sheltering-of-her-arm
position.
"Go get your father-NOW!"
What was she so mad at me for? It was an

Then I noticed

her sitting on a bench.

be in the same general state as the hospital ...except
that if the hospital had sprouted rotten teeth and

a dirty beard, I think it could have managed to
look as unimpressive as this doctor did. His nurse,
left to wrap the cast, couldn't do it correctly. She
did it once, had to crack it off because it dried up
before she had finished; repeated it and it was
way. way too tight; did it a third time and it 'WaSwell, a mess! Mom (a nurse herself, and a very
good one) ended up helping to wrap her own arm.
"It takes a lot of practice." she explained as I
watched, "to get it done right the first time, because it dries so quickly. After it dries it can't be

formed correctly and it gets all tangled and stuck
to the roll. So you have to learn to balance the

right speed and the right tension through lots and
lots of practice. Practice makes perfect," she grimaced as she put the finishing touches on it.

-

only annoying

me to realize what a gift she really was.

She still has problems lifting pots by their
handles. She can hardly do anything that requires strength with that wrist. Every time
I'm home and she says.
"Alex, would you come move these potatoes to the table for me?" or.

"Micbael, would you please scrape this batter into the bowl on the counter for me?" so
that someone else will help her with the lift-

ing required to cookforus all, Heel extremely
guilty all over again. Realizing how much I
lovedmymomhadcomeatahighprice.lhad

ended a part of her invincibility.
But I know it's ok, that she's forgiven
me, because she tells this story as often as I do.
Maybe more often. It's the ultimate teenager
story.

"You thinkthat's bad? Well just let me tel1

got her cast off and went for x-rays to make sure

you what my oldest daughter did to me in
Germany!" She likes to make a point of how
she will never again set foot on the ice with
me.

her wrist and forearm had both set properly. They
hadn't. So the doctors in England had to re-break
her arm. re-cast it, and she went through all of it
agam.
As a teenager, lhadnever really liked. my mom,

"Jennifer, would you liketo explain to Mrs.
So and So why I am unable to cook by myself?" she says, grinning.
It's even better than the story about when
I almost burned down the house.

A while after we had returned to England, she

accident! She probably thought I had dnne it as
some kind of premeditated prank or something.

Mother Knows Best

I went to go get Dad, who had wisely chosen
not to learn how to skate in the melee, and who
was sitting with Uncle Bruce in the bleachers.
"Monrbroke her arm, Dad, she needs you to
go out there." I calmly reported..
"Wha-?'" Dad raced off without waiting.

A defiant daughter who tests
the wisdom in •Mother knows best"
will too ltuickly learn
respect can be earned
only when modestly dressed.

Uncle Bruce looked at me kindly. But I don't
thinkanyone inmyfamily reallyunderstood why
I was so calm. I was in shock at what had
happened, what I had causerl to happen, to my
invincible mom..
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because they love you, that

Maria De Boer Ikngsnes

Mom and Dad
I showed them my pebble and sand pictures
and they hoped for the best
even when I loved a man they didn't like.

In the Palm of One Hand

They listened to my mixed up ABC's
and they prayed it would all work out
when I told them I knew what I was doing,

When your grandma was born,
she was small enough
to fit in this one hand.

They gave me more glue when I ran out
and when my husband beat me, they reminded me of who I was
They read me bedtime stories and Did the Hokey Pokey
and when I was scared and alone, they put both hands in
and rescued me.
They spent all their money on
Crayons and color books

With the awkward gentleness
of new parents.
we placed her beside her brother
in a shoebox, behind the warm
cookstove. Each small life so fragile,
we hung on each faint breath.
Every thread of our attention
stretched tight and silent,
we whispered prayers

to encourage my artistic dreams.
and set me on my feet so I could return to college.

They spanked me, stood me in comers and grounded me
they taught me discipline, integrity, persistence, and faith
and when I started college as a Single mom, I knew what to do.
And after years of tucking me in and chasing away the boogeyman,
they still call, just to say how much they love me.
.

Jennifer Atkinson

for just one more breath,
and one more,
and one more ...
It was too early-barely
spring-and too cold. If
they had been born today,
they would have had
a clean. warm hospital room.
a team of doctors and nurses

hanging on each breath
with us.

Dad

The doctor was on his way.
following icy roads

Roaring defiantly,
A t967 GTO

With a four hundred cubic inch
High output - of course
And a single carter

va,

Four- barrel carburetor.

Goes 0-60 in 6.6 seconds.
A boxy. yet semi-streamlined body,
Sturdy and powerful

between empty, waiting fields

blanketed with gray snow
on that pale morning.
Your grandma was the brave
one. Her breathing grew steadier,
stronger; as if she knew

that life would be a struggle, but

With round, wide-set

if she won this one, she

Piercing headlights
And a low, forceful
Front end pushing.

could win anything.
Her brother beside her
seemed to know that life
would be a struggle
beyond his strength.

Ambitious and expectant.

Glossy tinted windows
Which shadow the interior.

Black, extremely temperamental Untouchable.
Cool and elusive.
A once flashy,
Top-o-the-Iine
Piece of machinery.
Now, a few dents later,

She was our hope.
Her clenched fists,
the eager breath of her tiny.
fragile form became hope
in the palm
of my callused hand.

Maria De Boer Vangsnes

A classic
With less intensity
And more personality.

Amanda Magnuson

What Thelj Do
Secwu1-placenon-fiaion byAbby Thompson

I

stare at her hands. They just look so..
.odd. I feel my lips forming the word
move. The weirdest thing: Her rings are straight,
with the two diamonds facing up, one on each
ring finger of her make-up covered hands. I
don't look at her skin and immediately think
make·up, but I know it's there. That's what they
00

•••

We eat chicken breasts, rice, and green beans
for supper. Iscoop grandma a bowl of vanilla
ice cream and douse it with chocolate syrup.

She loves sweets. Although she only eats half
of the breast and a few bites of the rice and
beans, the ice cream is gone, barely leaving evidence of its short stay in the bowl. She laughs
and says, "No wonder I've had such a weight

problem my whole life. Hove eating things that
are bad for me!" We laugh together and I tell her
that I've never considered her overweight.
I wash the dishes, then wipe off the table
and counter-tops, and make my way to the living room where graodina has found IV Land,
her favorite channel .• All in the Family" starts
in five minutes.

We laugh as we remember
yesterday's episode. "I just love that Archie. He
is so funny." Her rings have become too big for

her thin fingers aod they get twisted around, the
diamonds from her two husbands gone before
her now upside down on her hands. She rubs
her fingers together, twisting the diamonds
around until they are righted, then continues to

play with them. Around and around. Her haods
are never

•••

still.

7hat'swhatit is. The oddness of today is in
her haods. They are so still. She needs to play
cards withher friends and takeup painting again
She needs to play the piano. Move. How can you
stand na '" I!Wirl ptrringsaroundyourfinfPS? 1hat~
wi>ayouda

•••

It's Monday morning. Bath day. Melynda
from Home Health is scheduled to come at
10:00. Jeanette from the Swirl and Curl comes
at 11:00 to fix her hair. Grandma is up at 7:00,
ready to go. She sits up in bed and runs her

hands through her disheveled hair. She knows
there isn't much she can do for it at this point.
They only wash it once a week aod todsy it looks
like day seven. She has always been a meticulously clean person. How strange for her to
have to rely on someone else to wash her hair.

There go those rings and fingers again. Never
still. Isay I'm going to make breakfast. Shetells
me not to bother with a big one. A half a piece
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of toast will be fine for her. I put several different boxes of cereal on the table anyway. How
can a half a piece of toast be enough? She

doesn't touch the cereal, but the coffee she likes.
It's gone. "Would you like another cup?"
"Oh no. One is plenty for me. [don't need
that much"
She falls asleep in her chair watching "Regis
and Kathie Lee," while I clean up the dishes
from breakfast aod then make the beds. Just as
Isit down to crochet the blanket I'm working

on, graodtoa wakes up. "Abby?" She yells. She
doesn't yet realize I'm in the same room.
"Yeah!"
"Oh, You're right here." She laughs. ·1
don't need to yellfor you. I guessI need to goto
the bathroom."
"Okay;" [jump up and grab the folding chair
that leans on the wall next to her. She grips her
walker and strains, trying to stand up. She falls
back into her chair three times before finally
making it all the way up. It's difficult to watch,
but I don't want to help her too much.

She's

bedroom to do her exercises. She seems weaker
these days. I put the Pledge back in the closet
and Melynda follows graodtoa into the living
room with the folding chair. Her hair is wet and
very messy. She brushes it and laughs. "Oh
dear. This is a fright!" We laugh together.

•••

Todsy grandma's hair is dyed her favorite ash
blond color. We dyed it just last week because
she thought she was starting to look too old.

The color looka really nice. It is styled differently than Jeanette does it, but that's okay. In
fact, it's better. She looks younger today with

that hairdo. Jeanette makes everyone's hair look
the same ... old. Todsy her hair isn't maned on
the side from falling asleep in her chair. Itlooka
good. It looks as good as I've seen it look in a
very long time.

•••

already lost so muchmuscle mass. They need to
work.

She gets dizzy on the way to the bath-

room aod has to sit down in the folding chair for
5 minutes to recover. Goingto the bathroom is
a big undertaking. Fifteen minutes later, she's
hack in the living room with the TV remote in
haod, thoroughly exhausted.
"Abby?"
"Yeah!"
"I can't read the clock. What time does that
say?"

She doesn't need to run her

hands chrough it to fluff it up. It looks like it
will last forever. I wonder if it feels hard. I
can't touch it. I wonder if they use a lot of
hairspray; They waot it to hold. Theywaotitto
look good. Theymust. That's what they do.
"Abby?" I smile. She always says my name
slowly, like ir's a question, when she wants me
to do something for her.

"Yeah!"
"I thinkmy glasses are awfully dirty. Would

wash' em for me?"

you

"Yep." I take her glasses into the kitcheu
where the lens cleaner is. They're oily and

"Umm ... " I squint. "It's 9:30."

streaked. I wonder how she can stand to wear
them that way. I give them back, clean.
"Oh my. This is quite an improvement.

"Oh dear. Melyoda will be here pretty soon.

Okay. Thaokyou."

...

Ispose you better get out some clean clothes for

"You're welcome."

me. I'll wear that pinkt-shin with the shell on
front and the tan slacks with the elastic waist. I
guess I'll need a pair of underwear and socks,

The warm pink aod yellow lights reflect off

...

too."

"Okay I'lllook." I smile as she reminds me
to get the socks and underwear. She does this
every time. I think she forgets that I'm 20 years

old now. That's okay. It doesn't bother me. I'm
her granddaughter and she probably has a difficult time thinking of me as an adult. I find the
clothes aod set them by the sink in the bathroom, along with two towels and a wash cloth.
Melynda arrives. I take the opportunity to
vacuum the living room, moving all of the furniture out and vacuuming under it. It looks a
lot better and I feel good about that. I can

of her glasses. They are shining today. Clean.
No grease smears. What a perfect moment for
her to open her eyes aod look through them. I
look back toward the doorway at the man in the

black suit. I guess they even clean glasses. They
everything to be perfect. That's what they
do.

want

•••

Grandma's back is hurting her especially bad
today. I give her three Motrin. Two hours later,
the pain is just as strong as ever. I don't know
what to do. I have a terrible feeling that it might
be cancer, but I'm afraid to say it out loud. To
anyone. So, we put an ice pack on for twenty
minutes, then off for ten, and on and off. It

aetually see the fruits of my labor, so I decide to

doesn't help. On the way to bachroom, she has

dust, too. Grandma and Melynda move to the

to sit down again. The pain is so bad that she

can't get back up. I get the wheelchair out of
the closet and wheel her to the toilet. She

must be terribly dry, too, but there's nothing

breathes heavily and just sirs there wbeezing and
moaning. Isee tears in her eyes and it's only then
that I understand just how badly it hurts her.
This is the second time in my twenty years that
I have seen her cry.

do about it. I can't even get her a fresh glass of
ice water or cranberry juice. She can't open her
mouth to accept the glass and her eyes are forever fastened shut. Now I'm the one who shudders. It', theirjo4 I remind mysdf. It's what they

•••

Today it isrnyturnto cry. What's amazing is
that my pain, too, is physical. I look at her face
and try to remember the pain she felt when she
cried. It is little comfort. Iwalk closer and
bend over her. Suddenly Ican't remember what
color her eyes are. Ipanic. Are they blue like
mine? I don't think so. Hazel? Why have I
never paid attention? So many simple details
escape my mind and Ibecome angry with my-

self. I think about them again. Why must they
even hide from me the color of her eyes? They
have no choice. That's what they do.

•••

I have the weekend off and Annette comes
to stay with grandma for a few days. I need a
mental break. I'm drained from wondering if it
might be cancer again. I need to talk to mom.
While I'm home, we find mice in our house for
the first time. I'm disgusted. Monday after-

noonI get back to grandma's house. She's in bed
today. She asks about my weekend and I tell her
about the mice, jumping up on my chairto show
her how Ireacted when Iwas home alone with
them. We laugh. We talk about mice and snakes

and spiders.

She tells me about going to grade
school in the country and staying in the teacherage with the teacher. They shared a bed. She
remembers waking up one moming and on the
corner of the bed was a little mouse with huge

ears and beady little eyes. She acmally says "beady
little eyes." I laugh. She squints her eyes. We
laugh. Grandma says they're awfu1little creatures and shudders. We wonder together why
God put them on the ark She smiles. Her eyes

sparkle and all of her teeth show. I can't help
but continue to smile when she does. Her happiness is contagious and her-smile so real.

•••

There is a hint of that smile on her face

today. Just the slightest hint. Her lips look
warm and full and I want to say somethingfuony.
Iwant to make her laugh, to see her teeth and
eyes sparkle. I want her to pan her lips and
laugh. Like always. Like she does. But not
today. She won't open them today. I start to
shake and realize tears are falling on my jacket,

leaving streaks of make-up on my cheeks. Tears
coming out of my eyes and my mouth drying

out. Her face remains still. Dry. Her mouth

do.

to

fore. It must have been hiding in the closet all
summer. Iwonderhowmomfoundit.
Inotice
a necklace, too. It looks nice. So straight and
even. I wonder how they get it to stay so per-

fect. I guess they've got their methods. That's
what they do.

•••

Grandmalooks

through the album I've just .

•••

redone. She's visited Europe several times, so

I search for fingernail clippers and an emery

many of the locales are familiar

board, Grandma's nails are getting long andhave

been snagging on her afghan. I find them and
start clipping. We laugh as one of the thick
fingernails flies across the room
opposite wall.

and

hits the

"Tough little suckers!" We laugh.
She says it's from not having her hands in
water all day anymore. Since she hasn't been
able to clean or do dishes, her nails have gotten
thicker. It takes me the better pan of twenty
minutes to get them filed down to an acceptable
shape and smoothness. She runs them over the
afghan to test my' work. UI think this one is a
little rough." Iwork on it some more. They
look good. Like a professional manicure. Almost.

•••

I'm drawn to her hands again. We should've
put some of that silver, glittery nail polish on
her nails, too. It's her favorite. It would've
looked nice. I wonder if they filed her nails

again or if they really looked that good when I
was finished. They probably touched them up a
bit. That's what they do.

•••
We watch a western on 117 Land. It inspires
an outhouse discussion. Grandma tells me that
when she was growingup, her family didn't have
indoor plumbing, either. Weird.
"That's hard to imagine."
"Compared to what we've got now, it is."

She thinks for a minute and starts to laugh. "We
always hated it when we had to run out there in
the winter. You sure spend a lot less time doing
your business when you're trying to keep your

ass from freezing off!" We laugh hysterieally .
. She places her right hand on her chest and adjusts a button on her shirt. I try to recover from
hearing grandma say "ass" and then say a little

prayer of thanks for modem plumbing.

•••

It's hard to imagine that moment today. I
wonder if there's any humor in there at all any
more. Where could it be? It must be somewhere nearby. Her hand is again resting on her
shirt, this one a navy blouse I've never seen be-

to

her. We tell

stories of our favorite places and get out her
albums, too. We both love the castles and de-

cide to watch her video of King Ludwig's castles.
"They told us, 'if it looks like real gold, it is!"
She says this more than once andI smile andnod
the second and

third times.

I look at the clock and realize it's past supper
time. "Oops! I better make something
can at least take your pills!"

so you

•••

"You don't have to make a fuss. One of
those chocolate chip cookies is enough for me."
"Areyousure? That doesn't seem like much."
'1don't have much of an appetite these days.

A cookie will do."

•••

Cmon: Move. Istare at her chest, waiting to
see it rise and fall. C'mon: I'm frustrated with
her. I know her hands will move. They have to
move. They can't stand to be still. C'mon. }Ou
look betterrightncwthanyouh.we

fortwoandahalf

years. My eyes focus on her hands for five full

minutes. Maybe longer. Nothing. Not so much
as a twitch. That's it. This is real. Forcing
myself to tum away, I find myself sitting down
on the plush love seat. I bury my face in my
hands. Katie puts hers on my shoulder. Mom
follows her and sits down next to me. placing
her arm around my waist. I sob. We sob together for several minutes. It's ok, crying. I

glance at grandma again. She looks like she could
say "Abby?" any minute now. Icanhearit. Slow,
with a slight upswing, "Abby?" I can't take my
eyes away from her, but Ican feel that the rest
of my family is starting to leave.
"Are you ready to go, Abby?"
I look at mom in surprise, and then realize
that she's right. I look back again. It's over.
There's nothing more Ican do for her now, so I
have to nod. I take a deep breath and follow
mom out of the flowered room, past the man in

the black suit. He squeezes my hand as I walk
by and gives me a reassuring smile. Itry to smile

back. What a nice guy. I wonder if he's always
thisnice. He must be. That's what they do.
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Once }Vlore to the 'free
nonfiction byJenniferAtkinson
hen
W,ents
moved out of their big old farmI was about eight, my grandpar

house west of Sioux Center and bought a new

farmhouse east of Sioux Center. This property
was just as large, and in the backyard, there was
a stand of trees: oak, poplar, elm ...but mostly it
was one big oak tree-gnarled, with tree-sized
limbs branching out from the main trunk within
four feet of the ground-that was important.
A good climbing tree. Yes, once or twice a visit
someone would fall out of it. but nobody ever

gotseriously hurt. Just a little din on his pants
or holes in his jeans. Or scrapes on his hare legs,
from the rough bark and the leftovertreebouse
nails sticking up from the lowest main limb.
My parents and my brothers and sister and!
came at least once yearly, from whatever pan of
the States we were in, to visit Grandpa and
Grandma and the "Big Tree." Yearly we would
climb it, min some clothes, and have enormous
fun dropping Stupid, a plastic motorcyclist (sans
motorcycle),

from its limbs. My brother Dan

would do voices for him the whole time, and
attach him to parachutes made of hankies or
Kleenex, or build a slingshot or a catapult and
shoot him up into the tree, so he could £all from
a greater height, and thus give Dan a chance to
do a longer voice performance on the way down.
Dan alsoperiodically brought out hot wheel cars
and other characters aptly named Dumb,
Dumber, and Dumbest for us to have similar

fun with.
I personally liked to go out in my grandparents' backyard by myself on nice days, i.e.,
whenevermysiblingskindly oocupiedthemselves
with legos, cars, and frying ants on the driveway
with magnifying

glasses. I would sneak out to

the tree, equipped with an old purse made from
saddle-bag leather-that I thought looked like
something

a photographer or a scientist on safari would carry It would be bulging with things

like my notehook and a pen, a book, binoculars,
cereal-box decoders, a camera, and other such
professional items.
My top secret profession varied. from day to

day. One day I learned to whistle and became a
birdwatcher/bird call specialist. Another day I
was a nature photographer. Another day I was
a world-class spy on amission. Another day I
was Mark Twain, writing Huck Finn. Sometimes I was all this and more on the same day. I

When I didn't feel like pretending adulthood

in my

tree, I had two choices.

First, and my
favorite option, I could go to my tree, and decked
out in my ritual attire, become "one" (as in Star

Wars) with its xylem and phloem, and then just
drift; my profession on those days was ANIMAL. BIRD. ANT. TREE. BEE. RACOON.
PHEASANT. CORN, WAVING IN THE
GOLDEN SUNLIGHT UNDER A SUGHT
BREEZE. It was ou those days that Stupid and
Dumb (choice #2) were just stupid and dumb
when they came along, so I would go in, rather
than become an accomplice to what Iconsidered the crime of the unenlightened--desecratingthe natural Way of the Tree. The tree was in
a world of its own. It existed in an undisturbable
bubble of imagination come to life.

.....

When Iwas a sophomore in high school, we
moved. to England, too far away to visit person~
ally the world of my grandma's oak tree. But
the tree came with me, in spirit. While in England, Iwould sometimes put onmy brown coat
and jeans and hiking boots and go sit on the
carved stone hippopotamus statue in the park.
The Way of the Tree would come upon me, and

occasionally I would whistle. Sometimes I heard
the birds answer for real, sometimes I imagined
it, but they always answered.

And then I met James and Ben and Mel and
my world changed. forever.

The Way of the

Tree receded into the depths of my memoty and
took a place next to Barbie. That is, until I came
back to the U.S. and had been back for a few
years, alifetime passing inbetween.

.....

Somehow

in the space of the six years after

I carne back to the U.S., I managed to finish

two

years of college, drop out, get married to an
abusive man, ruin my credit, have a little girl

and then a little boy, go through a divorce, move
to Saint Louis with my mom, move back to my
grandparents' area with my two kids, and finish
another year of college while working and bemg a mom.
A mom's perspective is odd. It is a liberal

mixture of the Way olthe Tree and the Grown-

of space, where life is simple again and my
dreams come to life. It is a very restful plane,

and many times the dreams take over and I fall
asleep while visiting.

.....

Grandpa threatened to cut down the Big Tree
a while back. He thought it was dying off at the
top. I got a great wrenching feeling in my gut
even though I hadn't been to the actual tree in a
longtime. I kuew thatl had to get my daughter
and son there before this great injustice to humanity was perpetrated. I kuew that Val and
Kyle would be missing out on an integral part

of their childhood if they did not get a glimpse
into the Way of the Tree, into the Big Tree Dimension. Granted, they were only two and one,

just barely, when I took them for their firstand I thought, only-trip to that dimension,
but it was a necessary thing to do, the way I saw
it.
So we went. The tree waved and called
inunediatelyto Valerieandme, thougb Kyle was
oblivious to it; he was more interested in the
ants crawling around on the ground underneath
the tree and the sticks laying at its base. Valerie
tried to get into the tree. but she had never
climbed a tree before, being two, so I hoisted
her onto the nailed branch. She immediately
scooted herself further up the branch, appropriately scratching her legs, till she was nearly
six and a half feet in the air, above my head,
straddling the inviting arm of another dimension. I heard a bird call, and at that moment my

arms fell to my side and I melted, even standing
on the ground as I was, into the glimmer of the
sun and shade and leaves and bark and sky and
feathers and wings and camouflage and solitary

peace.
It was interesting, not being a mom for a
moment; "precious child climbing potentially
dangerous tree," and yet as completely lost to

rush and hurry and task and work and watches
and clocks and the needs of other people as I
could be. And then the glimmer was shattered.

I felt the blast physically. The Way of the
Tree! How, I wondered, could it be disrupted
by me, a faithful Tree Being? Yet it was me,

indeed, that was doing it. I was callingmy daugh-

up Way of Bills, Kids, Worries, Worries, and
more Worries. Sometimes while sitting in my
sunroom in my easy chair-rocking
a little bit,
gazing into the branches of my two front-yard
trees, which sway and wave in front of my win-

my voice had piped in, for fear that she would

ter down from the heights of her newfound

world. She bad wobbled a little on the limb.
Mysuboonscious Mom alarm had sounded, and

always wore an old brown fuzzy jacket, jeans,
and hiking hoots, and I would tie my hair with a
brown lie. Camouflagewasimportanttoallmy
jobs. I had to be able to blend in perfectly with

dows in the sunlight, birds flying back andfotth

fall and breakherneck-and

and singing, transparent patches of sky and
clouds whispering among the leaves-I revisit

the tree, whether it was jungle, African grass-

The Tree. My grown-up mind derails,leaving

lands, orthe Mighty Mississippi that day.

my spirit to float.slow-motion

taining whatever dreams she might be dreaming, in her two year old version of Tree World.
Meanwhile, Kyle was still oblivious to the
tree-portarion and shattering of a world that
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into another plane

any chance of at-

MelancholY
How beautiful the word
For such a desolate disposition.

his mother and sister had just experienced while
thelittle ant crawled up his finger. Hegiggled.
IsmiJedmy motherly smile and pulled the ant
off his finger so it wouldn't bite him when be
tried to eat it, because I knew he would dn that
next.

He looked at me, his lip shaking, and then
he looked at the ground again and found another ant. It was then that I realized it. Kyle
was living in the Dimension. The Dimension
apart from this world. Everywakingmoment,
with the exception
two

of a rode interruption

from his unenlighrened

mama,

or

Mel an cho Iy
Speaks well in slow-motion.
Lethargically melodious
Rolling slowly over emotions
Creating a poetic state
Enhanced by the bittersweet
Music of itself.

The Knights
He isn't Quite sure

A certain prince knew

What sport he likes.

The tragic beauty of such a word
When he suffered the slings

And

He stands outside

Slicing the air
With that sharp edged sword of his.
He pretends to win a fight
Then puts it on the concrete
And picks up his goose bumped ball.
Running around dribbling and shooting

arrows

That pieced him until
He bled black bile.

that's where

he was. It must be the nature of a child that
allows the Dimension to come upon us.
I wondered if heaven was a relative of

Tree World. As I pondered this, we walked, at
a one-year-old's pace, back to the house. Valerie
picked dandelions thewhole way; blowing each
with all her might. Some seeds stuck to her lip
each time, hut she didn't seem to notice that
she had a mouthful of fuzz. She was too busy
floating on the wind, each little white parachute carrying her up, and up, above the watching cows and the feed bins, and on into the
cornfields on the horizon.

He, like all brooding victims.
Knows the lovely languid word
Slides off the tongue
With more ease
Than it leaves the heart.

He pretends to win a game

Then bows for the imaginary crowd
Cheering him on.

Amanda Magnuson

Ifyou ask him what sport he likes.
He says
He wants the court.

lolene Was/rei

The sun singed our little white feathers as
we drifted, but it did not bother us.
its
stwnp was ground to bits and removed, it
would still be there-waiting for us to come
and climb among its branches.
The tree

smiled.

It knew

that

even after

The Heart of a Culina/f Artist.
And Me.
Split apart like an apple corer;
With Suction Base.
French Fry Cutters,
Paring Features,

Stainless Steel.
Ground up like Columbian heans;
Swirled.
Crushed.
An Addictive Powder,

dusk

Percolated into a Bitter
Sweet Friend.

abandoned sandals
bare feet on cool floor

still sunlight
the tattered luxury of old lace
scraps of yellow newspaper
singing and rocking and longing
and what used to be home

Sarah L. Yoder

Diced by Ginsu Knives;
Bought for three easy installments of
Only $ i 9.951
Sharp enough to cut through
Steel. and still slice a ripe
Tomato.

Carrie Cleveland

)l;[jles per Hour
nonfiaion b;JoeSherry

I

maginefor a moment that you are driving
at forty-seven miles per hour. It is dark
and you have had no sleep. In front of you is a
rather large piece of construction equipment,

but you do not see it because you just fell asleep.
Imagine that the car you are driving hits this
immovable object. Imagine that you are this

driver, What do you feel?
Now imagine

that you

knew her. Imagine

that she was one of your best friends. What do
you feel? Pain? Grief? Anger? What is the
truth here? Is it the truth that God has a plao
for everyone, and that people are never to know
his reasons? Perhaps. Maybe the truth ismuch
simpler, but not any easier. Maybe the truth

is

that these things just happen.
Ifyou have ever lost anyone really close, you
know the questions that I ask. You

know the

grief that is mine, and you know about the empty
space inside that just won't go away. Every day
that passes, the pain is less. But the pain never
goes away. It can't. You will never be able to
see her again. You will never be able to talk to
her again; and that is the greatest loss of all. It
is the loss that reminds you every day that she is
gone.
There is an order to your pain, even if you
don't realize it at the time. It begins with a
brief denial. No, she can't be dead. She's nor.It
isn't possible. No, please, no. Then it sinks in.
She is. Once this happens, it hits hard. You
can't speak. You can't move. You can't breathe.
But you still don't really know what death

means. Next you become numb, to all-outward.
appearances, you are in shock. Inside, you are

screammg,
Intime, you recover your senses. You start
crying again. A simple, sad thing just occurred
to you: You will never be able to talk to her
again. Never. You will never hear her voice
again. Can you remember what it sounds like?
This hits the hardest because now you know

that she is really gone,
You try to come to grips with what hap-pened. You go on. You live while she doesn't.

It is assumed that you are "over it," You should
be, it has been four months now, get over it.
Colette Johnson once told me, "People say that
in time you get over it, you move on. But you
don't, you never get over it. You're changed by
it." Life does goon, andnomaner how much it
hurts, you do keep going. You miss so many
things: her jokes, her smile, being her pillow, In

one of her poems, Colette got the feelings right:
I miss the space you fill
Withyou

K€!ylaRolland
Crimson waves and a sandy beach
All a faceless sea of pain
The girt they give untaken
Wet. but not from the rain
Our boys untethered can't cry
Sweating daughters chill night's cold
Never-never boys weep bullets
An unspoken poem retold
Echoes and dancing shadows
But that's all we're left with here
Abandoned and always faithless
Love hurts too much for tears
A half dozen years and a Single shot
Hrst grade's children grown
The harvest stands mature and ready
I've reaped what I have sown
The blood on my hands is scrubbed
But can't be washed away
Hot cheeks forever tearless
And the blood is fresh today.

Your voice I miss
Your sound
I miss the you of you

Jackie died May 13'h, aod I can tell you that
you don't get over it. She changed me. Every
day, Every momeot, I am touched by her life,

Though the waIl is high aod the climb hard,
darkness does not beat you to the ground.

Colin Doughan
""""Writtenafter the shooting of Kayla in

Michigao duriog the Spriog of 2000, Her
attacker, aootherfirst grader, who simply said
with death in his hand, "I don't like you." It
hurts. So I write.

Therapy? We don't need therapy, Life is therapy,

Somewhere Between
Here and New Jersey
To be free
Holding Iight!y
Things once clentched light!y
lelling go
Sliding away
From Sight I'm blinded
Touch has burnt my skin
And taste has been so
Bitterly tasteful I've been
Satisfied on clean air
Never in the lead
Three steps behind
Holding tight!y to a pole
Never letting go
Released now to roam and discover
Scared to go
looking behind
Holding dear memories

Drowning in "should have's"
I tnp and fall
My direction's warped
Road crooked
And onstar is amine
My navigation tainted by my
blindness
listening, I hear but do not listen
I follow but ask too many ouesnons
Drowing out the sound
I sit silent but my faithless prayers
seem
A loud chorus - blocking all reason
and faith
Drowing in self-though I am left to
ponder
And over-analyze: WHY?

Jonathan Allsup
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please Staid
fiaion byAudraSittan
\

"Imiss you, "she said aloud as she placed her
hand on the cold window. She left it there only

about it now. He followed her.
The second the door closed she turned on

nothing. I felt nothing. I mean I was happy to
see him; it'd been seven years. And he was get-

a moment. The doorbell rang and she went to
answer it. "Hi." She caught her breath. He
looked so good in a pair of Levi's. "Come on

him. "You want what? No way! Why?"
"Ihave the rightto, you know. Unfit mother
would go great with unfaithful wife." Tears.
He hated her tears.
She let them stream down her face. "Unfit
mother!" She had a sickening thought. "De you
honestly believe that?" she asked softly.
Heswallowedhard. No. Buthedidn'tsay

ting married so 1 agreed to go to supper and
catch up."

in." She let him into their house. "Emily hasn't
woken from her nap yet, so .,;" You can stay,
we can talk over coffee, Ican make you understand. Please.
"Either you can wake her or I can," he said

simply.
She nudded. "I'll get her."
He watched her walk by aud almost reached
out to catch her off guard. But he caught himself. He would never do that again. He sighed.
She looked really good. She seemed to be handling this a lot better than he was.
It just wasn't fair, what she'd done to him,
to their family. He never would have been unfaithful. Never. And yet, in a different way, he
had been, still was. Only his unfaithfulness was
delivered to her in the form of divorce papers.
"Daddy!" Emily ran down the hallway into
his anns. She hugged him tighdy and he had to
hold back the tears.
"How's my little girl?"
"Are you here to stay?"
His heart broke. She asked that every time
he picked ber up. But soon she would be staying
with him, and Mom would have to deal with
thatbeartbreakingquestion. "Where's Mommy?"
he asked.
"Getting my bag," Emily told him sadly.
"Oh." He watched her walk into the bathroom for Emily's toothbrush and then back to
the hallway. She set the bag by the door and

was her chance, he was listening; it was her turn
to make him understand How many times had
she rehearsed what she'd say to him? Andnow

went into the kitchen.

she could hardly think straight. "He

"Daddy?"
"Huh?"
"Can we stay here and play today?"
He shookhis head. "Idon't thinkso, honey."
An hour later they finished playing their last
game of UNO. Emily had fallen asleep five
minutes before, and they had finished the game

crush of mine. My first love. We grew up togerher. But he was always so unattainable. Even

without her.

that. "Don't cry. You know Ihate it when you

cry."
She stared at him. "What do you care? You
don't! So don't tell me not to cry. You want to
take my daughter away and want me to smile
about it?"
"No." He ran a hand through his hair. "I
jus!...!"."
"You want to hun me so you can feel better.
Well, save your energy because I'm not making
anymore mistakes."
"A Tittle too late for thar."

Her gaze softened. "Don't you think I would
take back that night if I could? I would. God
knows I would. 1hate what I did to this family.
Ihate how Ihurt you. Ihate how untrue Iwas
to myself. If Icould make it up to you in some

way I would."
He stared at herfor a long moment. "Why'd
you do it?"
She threw up her hands. "I wish I knew. I
wish I could give you a straight answer, but I...!
guess it was .. .I don't know." She sighed. Here

was

an old

in high school. It was just ...the idea that maybe
one day ... and then we saw each other. It was

He met her eyes,

forcing himself to feel nothing.

"I want sole

custody of Emily. " He knew he shouldn't have
said it while they were sitting there. but the
whole moment was too cozy, and he didn't like

wanted to ... but never did ... and it happened.
I'll admit 1could have stopped it, but we were
teenagers again, stopping one of those past mo-

ments aud taking a chance." She hung her head.
"I knew it was wrong, felt it the whole time. So
did he." She forced herself to look up at him.
"I don't feel anything for him. I love you. I
always will." She broke off and hurried to the
door. She couldn't take any more rejection.
Just as she opened the door he took her ann.
"Don't," she warned.

Hepulledhertohimandheldher.
Hehadn't
known any details. When she'd first told him
what bappened he hadn't let her speak. But
now, seeing her honest remorse over the entire
affair hit him deep. She stood stiffly in his arms
and cried. When she felt his tears, she looked up
msurpnse.

He took her face in his hands and wiped her
cheeks with his thnrohs. "Will you forgive me?"
She knew the words cost him. The humbl ..
ness in his eyes made her love him even more.
She nodded aud pulled on his hand. "Make me
remember how it was," she said softly.
He was just about to kiss her mouth when

they heardEmily from the doorway. They both
stopped and tnrned to her with the guilty smile
of interrupted parents.
"Is Daddy staying here now?" she asked.
She looked at him for affirmation.
All her worries came to a halt when his eyes
met hers. "Yes, fro staying."

Heidi Cburd:

Natural Indulgence
The sapphire droplet. with glittering splash
Lands on scarlet feathers; A cardinal's bath.
Nathan Frens

how it made him feel.
She stood up and marched down the hallway to her room.

"I

didn't know. He started telling me how much
he'd liked me doringschool. We toldstory after
story about how our paths crossed and we both

Fall Meet

"We should do this more often," she said
Worms stretching towards the finish line,
cautiously.
. are soulshed by runners making their time.
It had been fun, but that was only because
he'd let himself feel. He wouldn'tlet it happen
again. "We won't though."

She started to cry and hung her head. She
didn't want to see the loathing in his eyes.

He knew they had to talk
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Cigarette Stories
fiction by Laura ~n Wyk

D

riving home. The smooth concrete

of the highway flooded. Treading
water. Tiressteadilymeetingaodpushingaway
the constant sucking drown. Wipers heaving)
struggling against the blinding weight of the
water.
But really struggling against desperation.

Fighting to remain calm. Stick to the rhythm.
Don't drown.
I stared ahead. A concrete road through a

concrete city. Highways. Bi-ways. Skyways.
Sidewalks, sewers, parking lots and parking

ramps. It had been raining all night. There was
water everywhere. Flooded.

*

I found myself in a concrete city of my
'own design, Myown. Drivinghomethat night.
Treading water. Still numb.

*
My mom called last night. Crying. I was
washing dishes when she called and almost

didn't answer the phone. But it had kept ringing. All I remember is the long slow slide of
water around my neck and down my spine.
I drove all night. Numb and staring ahead.
No radio. No heat. Noblinking. My thoughts
slid around inmy brain. I thought about nothing. I thought about him.

*
My dad smokes a cigarette. Off-hand. I
wonder sometimes if he even inhales.
He has a favorite spot to stand. Between

the bam and abandoned. hog shed on top of a
long roll ofland gently unfurling before him.
Sometimes he'll stand there for hours. Some-

times he'll be walking across the yard and pause

Monarchs
Effortlessly they float
Teasing their prey
into gentle trust

Up down gliding
around the wind
they practice
Battle maneuvers

Clusters of razor blades
Perched south

at the exact spot and draw a breath. His accuracy has always amazedme, Worn into this stretch
of grass dented by tractor tracks and speckled

with dandelions lies a small unnoticeable patch
the size of two ditty cowboy boots. He hits the
exact spot every time. Without fail.
I would wake up in the grey of the morning.
That time about thirry blinks from darkness to
the breaking of the sun over the horizon. Step
barefoot across the wet morning grass and qui-

etly slip my little white hand into his.
South. Not seeing the sun, or the eastern

sky, but the breaking of the light across the com
and bean fields. We would watch as the sun
kindled the rising haze until all moisture had
evaporated. Actually we would wait five slow
heartbeats past. Wander around before going

back
I looked up at him once. Completely still.
Breathing. Cigarette between left thumb and

forefinger, glowing cupped inside his palm, protecting it from the wind.

One September night I was staying up late

with the wind. It was especially yowly that
night and was telling me a story. A ferocious

story full of whips of rain and ominous rumbles.
It was the kind of story that we love to hear
when it's interrupted by our brothers' snorings
in the next room and we're cuddled under our

quilts.
Staying up late with the wind. I got up to
wander about my room. Stand at the window
and gaze out. Looking south toward the barn
and the grove of sturdily waving tough old trees.
Five heartbeats and I tum away.

Idon't know how I saw it. Or maybe I felt
it. A warm glow illuminaring a calloused pahn.
Barefoot across the grass and I slipped my
strong almost-woman hand into my father's.
Iwoke in the quiet grey of the moming. Fit
my sales into the worn muddy grooves next to
two brown cowboy boots and cried as the sun
came up.

*

Fourth heartbeat.

One long inhale and exhale through the cigarette. Fifth heartbeat. A
squeeze and we'd tum to leave.
We never talk.

Idroveallnight. I have before-cmaay times.
I've gotten a call from my mom in the middle of
the night, day, afternoon, "Oh, just letting you
know," and hopped in the car and driven. Over

Early September is the beginning of the ache

highways, through concrete cities with bi-ways,
skyways, stone steps and sidewalks. And it's
rained before. Oh yes. I'm accustomed to the

for harvest. Com leaves still faintly green at the

base of the stalk. Soybean leaves bright golden,
fading to buff.
In Iowa. Northwest Iowa. The wind can
yowl around the eaves of a white farmhouse in
themost intimate and personal manner. It could
be your best friend, surround you, absorb your
tears, carry your laughter and comfort you back
to sleep in the wake of a bad dream.

rain. It falls and then slides right off the city's
smooth concrete surface. is neatly channeled
away and tucked out of sight.

Tonight it floods.
Mymomcalledtonight.
Crying
Crying. Come right away.
I drove steadily all night. Staring straight

Interior
Leaves stop failing by moonlight
Instead they dance
In the enforced silence
Affirmed by strangers
No longer enduring loneliness
Inspired to search for enough to drink
Living like clouds protecting the moon

Katie Petersen

Orientating their

Sleek black bodies
Plotting their attack
Targeting the naive
Deceptive beauty
Mocks those who admire

Blown Snow on 1-27
Skeletal strands like silken steam
Make cars and road seem but a dream.

Nathan Freas
Katie Petersen
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ahead, without stopping. Steadily treading water. Desperationseepingin. Desperation racing
my heart, confusingmy rhythm. Remain calm.
Remain calm. Otherwise I'd drown. Calm.
Relax. Slow your heartbeat.

•

I watch the rain fall on the windshield liehindmybreathsteam. Rain. How many songs
have been written about rain. I've played. three
over in my mindall while sitting here. It's cold
outside and I've turned the car off long ago.
I'm not sad. How many more songs about rain

can I think of. I think for a second and then
become frustrated with myself. I look without
moving to see if there are still some M&Ms in
the package from the last time. I knew there
were. Ireach over and select one. I twitch my
legs and reglove my ungloved hands, grab my
case and reach for the door handle.

Without moving.
My head leans uncomfortably against the
headrest. My gloved hands tucked under-warm
armpits aodmy growling stomach unfed Idon't
want to move. Iresist all movement. Even the
closing of my eyes. Isteadily gaze forward at
the rainblothched breathsteam. I have no watch.
I have no dock, but tell myself that I have not
moved for hours. I

will

myself to move. I
turned off the car, am frozen with cold. Every
few minutes, or so Ibelieve, I think about moving, fantasize that Iam getting out of the car. I
even create triumphant fantasies.
I dutch my coat tighter around me and open
the door. The freezing rain hits me in the face

and I breathe it in. It's so cold that it tingles the
hairs in my nose. My head down against the
wind and my arms tight around me. I walk
across the street. Opening the door and stepping inside, Ithrow my head back and take a

deep breath. I can feel my face relaxing and my
cheeks getting pink. The cold makes me feel

I sit and the steam. appears and reappears

steadily; And the raindrops methodically fall behind the haze.
I sit in my car and stare at the rain through a
throbbing patch of breath-haze. I find myself
conscious of its rhythm. I do not want to be
conscious of anything. Idon't want to be conscious of anything in reality. I struggle to unaware myself. Force myself back to fantasy.
Rehaze my vision. I don't want to be conscious
of anything! Not the cold, not the sounds of
passing cars, not the rhythm of my breathing.
Not my heartbeat. Not my heart beat.
I grip the door handle, my head bowed The
familiar weight of numbness repositions itself in

•
Drowning.

Flooded

curbside

and I was

drowning. My concrete city had failed me. I
was so careful to build a strong city. Concrete.
Impenetrable. Rain just slides right off concrete. I guess I never thought about where it

went. Collected

•

I've been crying. I think. My eyes burn and
my upper lip feels swollen. My boot catches a
cigarette butt in the groove along the arch of

my foot.
I press my hands to my face and the chill of
it stings my swollen skin. The chill of it stings .
the tears out.

head heavy against the steering wheel. I unfocus

I cry until my hands are warm. Step onto the
grass and close the door. Empty. Ravished.

my eyes, ungrip my hand. My forehead is so
heavy that I'm pulled into a somersault. Ilay

Excuse me. What is John Van Wyk's room

my forehead. The seat firm beneath me. Fore-

sprawled upon the grass, arms aodlegs flung. Head
too heavy to lift up. The sun is so hot it burns
into me. I imagine miles of des en. Legs and
arms shallowly staked to the sand. Vultures'wings
blandly sweep over me. My legs and arms heavy,
as if from weariness of struggle. As if from
weariness of struggle.

My heart beats.
I pull, then push the handle, my head still
bowed and eyes unfocused I plant my left foot,
rising from the car and stare at it. A pool of
water, collecting about a stuffy sewer grate.
I consider lying down Enfoldme. Rainwater

smoothly channeled along the curbside and tunning toward the sewer grate where it should disappear below the street into a concrete maze of

channels and holding tanks to be dealt with and
treated accordingly.
I look at my boot. Thick sole roughly breaking the momentum of crumpled cigarette butts
as they rush toward me.
My breath escapes me.

alive. It exhilarates me.

•

number please. Small town, the nurse steps out

from behind the desk. Touches my arm. Calls
me honey. She wants to hug me. I've been here
before. No honeys no hugs. Just asmileandthe
room number. She sees I've been crying. H

there's anything I can do for you honey. I'llbe
here all night.
I look in her eyes, tears seeping out. Five
slow heartbeats. And I turn.

•

Mud squeezes up between my toes. Pantlegs
soaking. My spot is still here. Butfaint. Next to
his. The rain falls soft on the field. Catching on
the tiny hairs of soybean leaves. Rolling down
the center groove of com leaves. soaking into
the ground. Filling the tiny spaces between
dirt particles. I can see the roots swelling, drink-

ing in the moisture, xylem and phloem pulsing.
Pushing the plants taller. Stronger.
I smoked a cigarette today. I smoked it as
the sun came up.
Ismoked it as a prayer.

Raindrops on a Windowpane
Fall Comes Too Soon

Diamond beads clinging
to glass cold against my nose
veil glowing streetlights.

A soft breeze Sighs. and with its breath
A red leaf turns in a dance of death.

Maria De Boer Ir.Ingsnes

Nathan Frens

Untitled Haiku (version 2)
Morning sun walking
barefoot. found cloudbursts and dew
a rainbow's debut.
Jennifer Atkinson
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/t Long Momen:
fiction byJoe Sherry
A.J . looked up from the magazine she was
reading. She looked around the store, searching
for something.

A.J. thought

she heard some-

have a complete description of him, to find him
after he rcbbedthesrcre at gunpoint. He wasn't
going to rob the store; he was a customer. After
all, she did work at a twenty-four hour gas station. It was perfectly acceptable to shop at 3
AM. But where did he come from? There was

thing. Nobody was there. The store was empty,
just how she liked it. It was three in the morning, her shift was slowly drawing to an end, and
still no vehicle out in the parking lot. Nobody
A.J. was jumpy. Everything seemed to be hiding, waiting to jump out at an unexpeeting perM would walk to the store; it was too far. True, it
son who was up too late. The moon was like
was on the freeway, but wirh nothing aronod. A
that tonight, playful and frightening, hiding be- stranded motorist would have asked to use the
phone, or asked for a tow truck. This person,
hind clouds, making a dark night seem clarker
and colder. A.J. stepped out of the store and
this man, just appeared in the store when she
looked around. She hoped nothing was there.
tumedher back. Butpeopledidn't just appear in
The parking lot was empty, nobody was at rhe stores; they came from somewhere.
gas pwnps, but A.]. was not satisfied with what
she didn't see. A.J. shivered. She flicked her
He was still back there, pacing back and forth
eyes up at where the moon was not, as if asking
for some illumination. She didn't get any. What
she got as she walked back into the store was

in front of the cooler doors. He was looking for
something, or waiting for someone. A.J. tried to

go back to reading the magazine that she favored

them about the guy, have the police look out fur
biro. Maybe talk to biro; find out why he was
rhere. They'd he happy to, they'd say. "Be happy
to.ma'am, it's our job," That's what they'd say.

If they only came.
He moved. He turned towards the front,
walking slowly with a can of Mountain Dew in
his hand. He was a customer; he was buying
something. Nothing to be worried about. He
was just a tired traveler in need of a caffeine
boost. Mountain Dew was good for that, hut

Surge was better. Maybe she should help biro
out, tell him about other products, be a courte-

ous employee. Now that A.J. saw that he had a
shopping agenda, she wasn't worried anymore.

He reached the counter. A.J.looked at biro.

the moon peeking out of the clouds. A.J. never

instead of doing work, but she couldn't.

She

The man looked like anyone else. Just an average looking man, no threat to anyone. Why, if

saw it.

read a few words, then looked up, checking that
he hasn't pulled a gun. Or disappeared. That

she had to, A.J. thoughr she could beat biro up.
It couldn'ttakemuch.

She opened the door to go back into the
store, and stopped. Somebody was in the store.
Someone was walking around by the coolers,
notwatchingher. But he was there. She looked
outside again. There were no cars, no bicycles,
nothing to show that anybody could have come
to the store. And yet, there he was. Shopping.

would almost be worse, not knowing where he
was, but knowing that he had to be somewhere.
A person doesn't just disappear, no matter how
he just appeared. She read the same few words
again: "Meg Ryan is not the perky ..... AJ
couldn't read, not with him in the store. What
was he doing?

A.J. hoped that he was shopping. What if he
What if he was there to rob
her?

He wore a black sweatshirt, with the hood
down, revealing uncombed black hair. He was

wasn't shopping?

white. That was something; he looked like her.
A.J. walked behind the counter, not taking
her eyes off the man. She stared at him, as if
trying to bum his image into her mind. He was
tall. Sort of. Actually, he was kind of average.

Not too large, but not quite small. A.J. quietly
laughed at herself That was a great description,
clear and precise.

The police would want to

At least there wouldn't be a race crime when he

robbed her. He wasn't planning on robbing her;
he would have done so by now. Every moment
that he stood there was another in which a customer could come. Or the police. They could
come any minute, just to stand around and talk.
instead of driving around the town. She'd tell

The man put the can on the counter. "Just
that?" A.J. asked. The man sort of nodded, or
that'swhatA.J. took the head wobble to mean.
She looked. across the counter at his face; the
only thing that she could see was that he had

deep blue eyes. His eyes looked innocent. "Be a
buck five," said A.J. with a slight smile on her
face. Might as well be pleasant. just ignore the

fact that he scared the hell out of her by showingup like that. This time he really did nod his
head. HeundetstandsEnglish.
That'sguod. He
looked up rhinking, nodded his head again, then
bent over and reached into his boot, looking for
his wallet.
When he got up, he didn't have his wallet in
his hand. He had a gun. A.J.'s eyes gotreally

Fall
How many falls will I spend with my love?
Twenty? Thirty? Mayhe sixty-one?
The crisp cool air will clear our heads
And we'll walk arm in arm
while dry leaves talk and wave
to us. The summer sun

is carried south by honking cooing migrants
As green gives way to red. yellow, and brown
But I want to spend this fall with my love,
to share each monarch and each mound of leaves.
For who sees what may come between each fall?
What if the winter we cannot endure?
What if our fall drowns in November's snow,
and a lonely fall is the only fall I know?
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Beisie De Boom Schwartz

Another Casualty
The blustery wind swooping in for the kill
topples my violet from its windowsill.

Maria De Boer Wmgsnes

wide,andhermouthopened.
Thin!; Needto
think. Robbery, give him what he ... "Do you
want money? I'll just open the drawer, give you
everything you ... " The man just stood there,
saying nothing and staring atthe gun in his hand,
the gun he had not yet pointed at anyone. A.I.
did not really want the gun pointed at her, but
this was one messed up robbery. The man wasn't
even paying attention to her. Maybe she could

just

sneak out since he was only staring at the

gun. She took-a small half step to the left,
slowly sliding her way towards the door. The
man looked up, his beautiful eyes stopping A.J.
with a flick of a glance, not even a glare. He
shook his head. No. Don't do that, he seemed
to say. A.I. agreed. She was not doing that, not
with a gun in his hand. He returned to staring at
the gun, turning it over in his hand. A.J. just
wished that he would get it over with and rob
her since that's clearly what he was there for.
The rest of the store didn't exist anymore.

The world didn't matter. The world was small
and involved A.J., the cash register, the man,
and his gun. She didn't stare at him anymore,
nothing to give the man the idea that she could
identify him. But she couldn't, not really. She
only half saw his face when he came to the
counter. She snuck a peek at his face. It looked.
just like a face. But those eyes, there was something about those eyes. The eyes told her that

things were not going to end badly. She snuck a
peek at the gun. Looked like a gun. The gun

told her something other than what the eyes
told her. A.J. decided she wasn't interested in
his face at all. The gun was all that mattered.
The world just shrunk a little bit more. The
man was no longer part of the world. His hand

longest moment of her life, A.I. watched a finger
squeeze the trigger. She saw the bullet leave the

was, but only so far as it was connected to the

chamber and proceed out the barrel of the gun.
The hand holding the gun shook a bit from the
force of the shot. The bullet left the gun, slowly
heading towards her. The distance stretched out

gun. The gun was the world.

forever, it seemed. She clearly saw every

The gun was
there, not pointed at anyone, only at the display
ofBlo-pops. The man continued to stare at the
gun, looking forsomething, perhaps for answers.
A.I. would like an answer. What was the gun's
man

doing in the

store? The man had become

property to the gun. The gun was all the world.
The gun had control. The man wouldn't act
without the gun, and so far, the gun had not
given permission.

So the standoff continued.

The man stared at the gun in his hand. A.J.
stared at the gun in his hand.

Bam! Bam! Bam! The man fired three times,
and three bullets quickly slammed into A.J.'s chest,
knockingher back, spinoingher around, tossing

The gun must have decided something because the man's eyes widened, like he was
shocked that the gun spoke to him. Or maybe it

her off her feet, into the back. counter, hitting

wastheguo'sinsttuctions. Heshruggedhisshoulders and raised the gun. A.J. stared at the gun,
watching it rise, watching the barrel turn from
pointing at the Blo-pops to pointing at her. It
moved slowly. The man no longer had surprise
on his face. He was calm, unemotional, a robot.

the phone with her hand. Both A.J. and the
phone fell to the floor, the receiver near her hand.

A.J. tried to reach out her hand, tried to move
it a couple of inches and grab the phone.

face looked stained, but the stain was moving.

A.J. was shaking, still staring at the gun. She
felt a brief flash of fear, fear that it would hurt,
fear that she would die, fear that she wouldn't.
And then she dido't feel fear anymore. Inthe

She wanted to check what the stain was. A.J.'s
chest hurt, she didn't understand that. She still
could see the bullets in the air, so she couldn't be
shot. A.J. closed her eyes. She felt ber heart
beating. BaDum. Ba Dum. Ba - Dum. It was
slowing down.

The Autumn Twilight
The Autumn Twilight passes by
In flowing robes of whitest gold.

Tying up her Adtdas.
anticipating the wet drops

Great rows of com that rustle soft

Of tales of harvest often told.

against her face,

A.]. opened her eyes.

'.

drizzling rain mixes

with the sweat that now drips

Ba - -

Ba ---

Dum. She saw her hand stretched out, but not

the phone. Her chest didn't hun anymore. Ba_- - Dum. She wondered why nobody came to
pick her up off the floor.

The man looked down at A.J. His head was
cocked slightly to the side
was thinking

of something.

she tugs her hood over her pony tail.
As she runs in the night.

She

had to call for help, but she couldo't. She couldn't
hit three numbers and ask for help. Her-stomach
felt wet, so did her shirt. The carpet before her

Dum. Still heard her heart, butfaintly.

October Rain

inch of

air that needed to be crossed. She felt as though
she could dodge the bullet if she wanted to, there .
was plenty of time. She thought that she could
just pick the bullet out of the air. She wondered
if the man felt time pass like this. She could live
a lifetime in this moment. A.]. saw two more
bullets leave the gun, one after the other. Then
time sped up.

He stepped.

~t~:
be .

d the counter

And she upon her raven hair

and touched A.J.'s head, stroking her hair for a

Does wear a veil of deepest blues.
l1s made of silk and feather clouds
And flows about her as she moves

up. The man dropped his gun and walked out of

moment.

He whispered into her ear and stood

the store.

from her brow.

Upon her palm she holds an orb.
The moon that glows with purest light.

Her shoes are getting slippery
from the earthworms
that blanket the wet asphalt.

So luminous and near it seems.

More magical than other nights.

Heidi Church

The Autumn Twilight passes by
And sings the softest lullaby
Of days remembered by the sun
And wild fowl's fading cry.

A.J.lookedout towards her hand, but it wasn't
there anymore. She had most of an arm, and
thenhaze. As she lay dying, A.J. heard the whisper again and again. "Sometimes it doesn't matter whj;"

Magdalene Biesanz
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Object of Obsession
Firstplacefiction by Lisa Bouwman

K

risten glanced across the computer lab

at him again, and quickly turned back

to her screen. She stared thoughtfully at the

ccntinuously blinking cursor, She'd finished that

ill KSTARK: Exactly. Obsession probably
mutual. Go back to paper. when complete.
brush past triple 0, accidentally disturb, apolog=.

sentence twelve minutes ago. Her thoughts were

TOBNELSON:

definitely distracted.
This paper was due in thirteen hours, six
minutes, and, she checked her watch, twenty-

two seconds. She had 1867 words, only 133
left. She would've had it done ahalf hour ago,
but he'd walked in forty seveo minutes ago, and
her focused energies had evaporated.
Another side long glance. He was two computers over and across from her. Had he noticed she was there?
She looked. back to the screen. She reread
her last sentence to remind herself where she
was. She typed five words, "ThelndustrialRevolution was a." then she erased it all. She had

He's wearing the RHS.

TO KST ...o\RK: Even better, offer to assist
out of sweatshirt to cool off. Go back to triple
o's room, reheat. Call in momingto report all.

to

blast through

back to paper. You complete
ture over, and call him.

the icy sidewalk, she pulled her hood closer
around her face as she prepared to make the trek

paper. tum pic-

TO KSTARK: No, cannot call. Will wait in
dire stress for phone to ring.

across campus to her dorm.
The glow of fluorescent lights in the lounge

greeted her as she pulled open the big glass door.
She pulled off her gloves one at a time, and

One more glance and then Kristen's eyes refocused on the computer, ready to finish her
conclusion. She managed to complete it despite

TOBNELSON: Wasahnostdone. Thenhe
walked in. Last intelligible sentence. fourteen
minutes ago.

She turned the comer and the sliding door
her buttoned coat and penetrate the warmth
left over from the lab. Stepping carefully onto

Who else was logged on to the network?

In the message box she wrote ...

der. She breezed past him and left the ccmputer
lab.

TO BNELSON: No, must turn away from
triple 0 in RHS, maintain righteousness. Will go

TO BNELSON: Be back assoon as cohereot
thought returns. Will disregard triple 0 and sur-

She

tray and walked back to her computer. She
picked up her stuff, put on her coat, hat, and
gloves. and slung her backpack over her shoul-

opened :illowingthe binerwind

used that at the beginning of the paragraph.
She looked again. Why did he have to go
and wear that red hooded sweatshirt? Didn't he
know that the RHS did not help her concentrate? She needed to ace this paper, and he
wasn't helping.
She minimized Word and clicked on the red
Non the bottom right hand comer of her screen.
scrolled. through the list of log-in names.
Thereitwas,BNELSON.
She clicked on it.

him all year. don't think you can make your
move nOW'.missy. He's taken. He doesn't know
he's taken, but he'sddinitdytaken.
She grabbed her paper out of the printer

round self with wall of productiveness.

TOKSTARK: Seeyalater.
TO BNELSON: Bye.

walked slowly up the two flights of stairs. She
walked through the propped opeo doorway and
turoed right. Walking past the first three rooms
in the hallway, she stopped at 207. The message
board was blank except forthe message in black
marker from a week ago. Rick had stopped by
one night while they were both gone, before he
and Beth had gone on their first date, and Beth
still refused to erase it.
"Has he called)" Kristen asked, piling her
backpack and then her winter clothing one by
one onto the desk chair.

the bright red that caught her eye every time he
shifted positions in his chair.
When she'd finished typing, she scrolled to
the top of the paper to reread it. Once she was

Beth turned to look at her and pulled a face,
wrinkling up her mouth and pulling up her nose.

happy with the revision. she piled her books
into her lap and prepared to compose her bibli-

"How many words?"
"1962, but I'm done. See." She held up the

"No."

She didn't have to wait long for response.

ography:

picture. "Allowed to stare at it face up now."

TO KST ARK: At least object of affection

She noted the time on the clock in the corner, thirty-six minutes since she'd finished chatting with Beth. Not bad. She typed up the list

to hear your sensual voice."
The words were barely out of her mouth

personified in front of you. Been staring at
upside down picture of Rick for twenty-three
minutes, have 1345 words.

TO BNELSON: Not fair to fantasize about

andtheodidonefinal

word count. 2138. Good,

words to spare. She laid her hand on the mouse
and guided it to File, Print. She hit Enter to

"He'll call. He's justworkingup

wheo the phone rang. Joy and hope filled Beth's
eyes, followed shortly by terror.
"'What did I tell you?!'" Kristen said with a

finalize.

gnn.

liaisons with new love when friend across campus faced with unaware "triple 0."

As she looked up to check the printer's status, she was shocked to see his eyes quickly drop
from hers and back to his computer.

Beth asked desperately;

TO KST ARK: Completely fair, object of
obsession could be new flame. if only introduced. Thinking of tropical islands, deserted
tropical islands, hot deserted tropical islands.

Triumph!
Could it be? Had he been watching her?
She walked across the room, directly behind
his chair, to pick up the sheets the printer was
spitting out. Nonchalantly, she checked out his

TO BNELSON: Contraire. Triple o would
scream in terror and transfer schools to escape.

screen and saw the familiar message box. He
was definitely chatting with someone.

Tropical islands? All clothes come off and rip-

Hopes dashed, she thought... I'll kill her,
I'll strangle her with my bare hands. Who does
she think she is? He's mine. Allmine. I've liked

pling muscles remain?

the stamina

"What if it's him? What am I gonna say?"
It rang a second time.

"Answer the stupid phone!"
Beth sprang into action and lunged at the
phone. Her hand on the receiver. she stopped a
second. She took a deep breath and picked up

the phone mid-ring. "Hello?" she said calmly, as
if she wasn't expecting anyone in particular.
The expression on her face turned to complete desperation. "Hi. Mom. Yeah. I'm fine."

Kristen couldn't hdp but laugh at the forlorn look on Beth's face as she listened to her try

to get her mother off the phone as quickly as
possible without having to explain she wanted

TORHUFFMAN:Notdisturbing.
pleted paper twenty-seven

Com-

minutes ago.

the phone line open for a boy. Kristen pulled
out her assignment hook to see if she had to do

anything for the rest of her classes.
Ten minutes later, Beth hung up the phone.
"I can't believe she did that to me. I told her I
had a paper due tomorrow so she'd leave me
alone."
"Check your voice mail. Maybe he called
while you were talking to her."

TO BNELSON: Oh, congrats! What are
you doing now?

TO RHUFFMAN:
handsome young lad.

Chatting with a rather

TO BNELSON: I'd rather you talked to me.
;)

"Ican't! Wharifhe calls while I'm checking

'I

my voice mail!"
"Go next door, use their phone,"
turned a minute later with a frown. "No voice
mail." She shuffled across the room and sat
back down by her computer with a deep sigh.
Suddenly herarms went into the air, and she
screamed. "Hemessagedme!! Ohmygoodness,
he messaged me! Get over here," Beth waved
her over before guiding the mouse to click on
the blinking bar on the bottom of her screen.

and joined Beth at their closet door. "'What are
we wearing?"
Forty-nine minutes later, the two girls

strolled in to the coffee bar. Loudmusic blasted
TORHUFFMAN:

You have my full atten-

from every direction, and

the place

was teeming

with people. Midnight tended to a populartime

tion.

Beth smiled and exited temporarily. She re-

J

"To the coffee bar? Why?"
"Triple 0 might be there. If he is, I'm makingyou introduce yourself. "
"You think he might be?"
"And still wearingtheRHS,
ormaybe,he's
changed into the BBD."
"Ah, yes, the blue button down, blue is good,
too. Okay, you talked me into it." She stood up

Beth took her left hand off the keyboard

to hang out. Since it closed at one, students
came often when they were done studying or

and held it out to receive a high five.
"I'm not sticking around for this. You don't

for an hour study break.

need my help," Kristen told Beth as she stepped

hadn't arrived yet. She grabbed the first empty

away and no longer looked over her shoulder.

table, walked around so that she faced the bar
and the door, and hung her black coat on the
back of the chair. "I'm gonna get Italian soda,
you want something?" she asked.

TO BNELSON: It's been awhile since we
hung out.

Beth searched the room for Rick, but he

Before sitting down, Kristen dug in her pockTO BNELSON: Been waiting for roommate
to get off phone for three hours, twelve min-

TO RHUFFMAN:

2 days, 22 hours and 8
minutes ...but who's counting?

ets for change and handed some over to Beth.
"'Hot chocolate."
Beth moved toward the counter, and then

TOBNELSON: Not you evidently.:) Want

stopped. She stepped backward and grabbed
her roommate's arm. "On second thought, why

utes!
"'When did he write this? Is he still on?"

Kristen asked.
"'I don't know!" Beth said. "But he wanted
to call!" She jumped out of her chair, grabbed

that number back at zero?

TO RHUFFMAN:

What did you have in

Kristen turned to the snack bar and saw him,
still wearing the RHS, leaning over the counter

mind?

her roommate's shoulders and squealed with joy.
"He wanted. to call!"
"What are you screaming at me for? Write

him back!"
"What do I say? What do I say?" Beth sat
back down in front of the computer and pushed
the reply button. TO RHUFFMAN: appeared
on her screen.

TO BNELSON: Study break in the campus
coffee bar, tonight, what time works for you?

TORHUFFMAN:Anhour?
TO BNELSON: How about fifty-six minutes?

"Tellhim you werewriting yourpaper. You'll
sound smart, and occupied,

but not too occu-

pied."
Beth placed her fingertips on the keyboard
and began to type.
TO RHUFFMAN:

Not a problem. Been

working on Western Civ paper.

They both held their breath, wondering if
he was still there.

TO BNELSON: Wouldn't want to disturb
yOlL
"Tell

him you're

done, don't let

him think

he's bothering you!" Kristen coached.

TORHUFFMAN:

don't you go get us coffee." she said, dropping
the money into her palm with a wink.

LOL... I'll see youthere.

She pivoted in her desk chair. "'We'remeeting at the coffee bar in fifty-six minutes!" She

looked at her watch, "fifty-five! What am I
going to wear? I need to take a shower." She
stoodup and opened her closet door and grabbed
her shower crate.
"No! No showering. You're fine! Just put
on jeans and a t-shirt, and you'll look fine! You
don't want to try too hard. Desperation is not
an attractive quality."
"Trust me, he knows about the desperation.
I told him how long it had been since we saw
each other." They laughed together. "You're
coming with me, aren't you?" Beth asked.

to get a better look at the menu. She was enjoy-

ing the view he provided.
"Go!" Beth said, pulling her up out of her
seat, pushing her toward the counter. "Go!"
Kristen let the beaming smile spill out onto
her face for a moment as she walked and then
shoved it deep down and replaced. it with a normal, nonchalant smile. She approached the
counter, looking straight ahead. When she arrived, she saw him tum his head out of the
comer of her eye. Slowly she swivel1edher gaze
around toward his.
His dark brown eyes were even better up

close. And that perfectly trimmed black hair.
She smiled her greeting, andhe smiled back.
"Quentin," he said, lifting his chin.
She smiled at the beauty of his voice. Hot,
he was so hot. "Kristen,"
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eea/Atif/A/ txpectatioYls
non-fietinn byRebecca Sheridan
•A woman must continually watch heself.
She is almost continually accompanied by her

rmmimageofherself Menlookatwomen. Women
watchthemsdvesbeinglookriat.» ]ohnBerger, Ways
of Seeing

"Iamlxumudbyimagesofmyself" MaileMeIoy,
"The \mice of the Looking·Glass·
"What do you mean you have to work at being beautifu1?"
You poor, niive little man.
I read romance novels. There. I said it. It's
out in the open.
Notdirtynovels,mindyou.
Christianonesno sex outside marriage. This is my biggest defecse when someone finds out I read romance
novels-hey, they're not the dirty kind.
Nevertheless. I am sick of reading about
beautiful people. I don't know how many novels Ihave read where the guy admires the girl

who, though dirty, disheveled, bloody, sweaty,
etcetera, etcetera, etcetera, still looks absolutely

gorgeous, and the guy's heart aches.
Oh,please.
lam amazed when I realize how much looks
count. No matter how much we say. "Oh, but
it's the inside that really matters," physical appearance most often affects our relationships

with others. People zone in on flaws. Women
aretrained from birth to look at other women as
competition, and to feel better when the other
woman possesses more flaws. As a society we
say that we do not look at the superficial, but

think of the relief every man or woman feels
when the Blind Date comes to the door, and he
or she is handsome or pretty. The Lord may
look at the bean, but humanity definitely looks
on the outside.

Although both meo and womeo are raised
to want a good-looking partner, the pressure of
looking good is most often placed on the
woman. Just once, Iwould like to read a book
where a man falls inlove with an ugly woman,
ora fat woman, or, even better, an ugly andfat
woman. Every once in a while I will come
across a book where a beautiful woman falls in
love with an ugly man, but a man fall in love
with a plain woman? Heaven forbid..

Not only are women expected to look good,
but we are supposed to do it without any effort
at all. Hours go into the process of hair and

make-up, with the eod result being that the
woman looks as ifshe is naturally gorgeous and
spends no time at all on her appearance.
"Hey, nice hair, sweetheart."
"Ob, Ijust threw it up in a second, but thank
you."

NamelY You
When no one was looking
I tried on your name.
I borrowed it without asking
and I wore it around the house.
I made breakfast. wearing your last name
wondering ifyou preferred pancakes or oatmeal,
planning to never tire of making you breakfast.
I named our kids. still wrapped in your last name.
and then planned out every bit of their futures
while crocheting a blanket for the guest bedroom.
Your last name and 1shared a sandwich for lunch
and then together. we did the dishes
and straightened up the house.
Afterwards I curled up with a book
and hot chocolate and your name
and then you knocked.
Ashamed and somewhat unnerved.
I threw your last name
in the drawer with the others
and then. suddenly lone!y.
1 answered the door.
Saralamb
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How many movies have we watched where

the man wakes up looking like he speotthe night
in hell's waiting room, while his wife wakes up
with every hair in place and fresh, glowing skin!
I pride myself on not caring about my appearance. I will look in the mirror, say "Blech,"
and walk out the door without a care in the

world.
Then I actually get out in public. This is
when Ibegin to nervously glance at my reflection in every window I pass, attempting to
straighten my hair and get the wrinkles out of
my clothes without actually looking as if I am
trying to improve my appearance because, of
course, I could care less... in between all my anxious efforts to look beautiful yet inconspicuous
and care-free, Iconstantly wonder if people are
looking at me and thinking, "Ew,"
I just love this society. Its expectations don't
smother me at all. Women blossom under the
pressure-their
self esteem is not affected in the

least.
·Wow, baby, you look great. How long did
youspeodin the bathroom this morning? It was
well worth the time."
Work at being beautifu1? Ob, surely you jest.
I didn't eveo comb my hair this morning.
But ... thank you for the compliment.

Opening Night
She beat up the evening.
analyzing the blocking.
the volleying status
From inciting incident to denouement
They were in the moment
She was his focus
He hung on her text
Her smile was his goal
Hers his laugh
And she waited
in great urgency for an answer
to the Major Dramatic Question ...
Was he too. silent!y.
rehearsing their next dialogue?

Betsie De Boom Schwartz

Candlestick Crooked
He makes the candlestick crooked,
picks it up, plays with it, turns it again.
His mind's far away, not even looking

Emify and Moths

at the wax cylinder he holds in his hand.
Deep in his heart he doesn't feel love,
He doesn't know why, and nor can he change it.
Do they hear him crying? Does it even faze them?

The difference between Emily and me is moths,
The moth on the kitchen serving counter
I wanted to catch
and hold

And then he turns over the candlestick holder;
dumps the wax chips in the porcelain sink,
all the while hurting and sorrowfully knowing

and remember it but
Emi!y smashed and smeared it
all over the counter
and I never got the chance.

neither genuine nor fake for the two who raised him.

he doesn't ever want to come back here again.

Emily doesn't understand moths,
She's never been drawn to the light

I walk by and see the candlestick crooked
I right it again, as it should properly be,
He's different than me; I truly feel love,
for them and from them, circling me

as

From somewhere deep down, he's come to admit it;
his life here has changed. more since he's been gone.

Like a good politician who's yet a bad person,

it dances in other people's eyes.

She won't risk it all
to stare at the light so long
that you see it when it's no longer there.
She doesn't want to be caught
and cradled
yet so so plain.
But I do,

they've raised him right but it's turning out wrong.
Sara Lamb

I watch as he lays his head on his arms,
I ask if it's okay if I give him a hug.
.
He nods and I go to him, crossing the floor.
My arms are around him, my tears on his back.
Silence descends for just a few moments.
The sound of my tears goes to his heart alone.

Whispers, "Miss, it's alright. .. 1 didn't mean to hurt you,"
selflessly taking my pain for his own.
I tell him a thought that I had long ago;
It's a moral contradiction of selfishness and love:

"You're the sole one I'd willingly die for,"
He looks into my eyes, and we both rise above
the long ago flghts that we argued as children.
The way we relate is no longer a game.
He has my fierce loyalty, assurance, and pride.
He knows that I love him, and it comes back the same.

Letter in a Bottle
If words were enough to express days past.
Enjoyment not lessened by interpretation,
.
But memories heightened by meager words attemptmg
To share and not suppress love's histories.
Then in words I would save last summer's joy.

Stargazing, childhood dreams, a blanket, rain soaked

We talk, and I think of his 19j'ear life;
I look back and I realize it's always been tough.
We all mask our feelings, but knOWinglyor not,
he makes the candlestick crooked..;

Conversations dried by kissing. humor found
At three am amongst rnosojritoes and bonfires.

All laid down on the naked page of hope,
Rolled up- slid into a bottle- tossed with
The effort of one wishing the joy of
Summers past to be understood and prized
By next summer's lovers writing for the future.

... pushes it over and leaves it that way.

Mtsst Ingham
Katie Petersen
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#1-5

A Woman's Resilience

#1

You've stomped on my heart
For the last time
I won't be your fool

There are certain things to consider

when choosing a cup.
What color or how thin or Ihick
or where the handle attaches mean very little.

Anymore

I'm through with your
Weak self-indulgence

Something to consider is who you
wish to share it with as the sun

And our emotional
Unspoken war

bids farewell to any December day
as the snow softly falls while the

Counter to what you
Might think
I don't need you to make
My life whole

warmth of two objects flow into one another.

#2
Day after day I take them,
Packed in like school children
heading for the first and last day.
I am the chicken driver.
And I eat as much chicken as I can.
Day after day I take them.

#3
Grow with me
Lie with me
Breathe for me.

Look ahead to the numerous nights
Under our illuminating stars.

Grow with me
Lie for me
Breathe for me.

I am the grass.
#4
Straights and curves.

All things have lines.
Lines wish to be re-created
by the hands that embrace them.

Yes. you've stolen

A piece of my heart
But you've not walked
Away with my soul
No, you haven't yet captured
My spirit
My pride may be bruised
But I'll heal
This woman's got strength

In the Parking Lot at
Wal-Mart

For her armor

You kicked in
my hobby
my 30 gal

And her dignity up like
A shield

aquarium

Amanda Magnuson

30 Gallons
I sopped for hours
Stomped it out with
every towel I owned
for more
Carried its weight and

Broken glass
Dead fish and stinky gravel
to the street comer
Pregnant. 6 months

Honorable mention poetl)llenni!i:r Atkinson

Lines are love and cherishment

And things that little girls go through.
All things have lines.
#s
I know some Jerrys.
The shiny-headed man
who puts up the thirteen-striped flag,
Every morning as the sun comes soft!y

over the schoolyard.

pl€!ying thisbe
how I long to comfort him
this fine young man

once nearly godlike in glory
now crying, dying
as crimson soaks through

gray -

or blue?

no matter-

all red already ...
how I long to hold his hand
to soothe the silence

The dark-skinned man who has

lefi by a distant sweetheart

done seven of twenty

to make him hear
her voice in mine

And still hurts,
Every day as the sun comes softly
over the prison wall.
And the freckle-faced boy who spends
Every night memorizing trivial things
such as the pledge and simple subtraction.
Yea, I know some 'errys.

Second-place poetry byMitch Schneider

to sweep my hair back
the old familiar way
to smile through salt
then sing a lullaby and Sigh
and embrace goodbye

Sarah L. lIxfer

Somcdeys

If You're Out There

As we ramble, hand in hand,
my love and I,
along the crooked sidewalks of our little town,
through crisp, spicy heaps of leaves,
under a brilliant blue autumn s'9'.

My lips ache, crying
For the fire that bums inside
Reckless, tantalizing, sometimes savage,
Compassionate kisses and

TIcklish, playful bites
we look, and listen, and wonder

at people and homes and gardens and trees,
and tell ourselves our future.

Someday we will plant a maple tree,
and grow grapes and parsley and irises.
Someday we will listen to rain
on our roof of thick wooden shingles
and welcome friends into our home

through a charming door
painted the deepest green.
with an oval window.
Someday we will have a porch swing.

My eyes search the stars
For the blaze of your distant soul
Always revealed, untamed
In your hopeful. starving tiger eyes
My fingers catch on~ the wind
Reaching for your touch
Gentle, the touch that sends enveloping shivers
The strength in the hug to your heart
That protects me from the world
I hear the whisper of the grass,
The laugh of a stream over rocks,

And someday we will shuffle,

The conversation of an eagle with the

arm in ann,

But not the faintest breath
Of the voice for which I listen.

along crooked sidewalks
blanketed with brittle golden leaves,
under a brilliant blue autumn s'9'.

sky;

Lightning bolts cannot match the power

Of your soft words to me

Maria De Boer I&ngsnes

Thunder cannot produce the effect

Of the sound your heart makes
When

An Ancient Path
You say you wonder

my

ear is pressed against it.

My soul is forced to wander lonely
Across the moonlit. sunlit plains,
Waiting for the time when I can be yours
Forever, Unknown Love

whether we should walk together
forever

jennili:r Allinson

take a buttercup portrait

from your sketch book
and smell backwards
To our first walk in the woods

the oaks sheltering our footprints
as they meandered slow~
to a hollow beyond
two big silver-mottled pines ...
We sat in concentrated revelry
discovered a kiss under the breeze ...

Then
I fell back,
drenched in sundrops and lovelight.

Today my restless heart will find its home
Inyour eyes, your laugh, and in your very breath.
Today, and evermore

J

am your own

And today, anew I truly know the depth
Of God's great grace in making you for me.
Oh why should I be granted such a gift?
I'm simple and confused as one could be.
Knowing not myself and doubting if
This throbbing of my heart is something real
Or just a prank my young mind laughs to play.
You reconstructed that which would not heal
I ache to do the same for you each day.

and memorized your face;

And in a portrait full of blossoms
you drew the anticipation of perfection
at the end of an ancient path
in a field of yellow blooms and perfect sun.

With flame and rings and vows and song I pray
That our two destinies may join today.

Betsic De Boom Schwartz

Honorable mention poetry; jennifer Allinson
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(j0 (jre0holAnd and Leave the
Driving to lAs
nonficuon by Maria De Boer ~ngsnes
odyCODY 1told you to sit up CODY
ou'll eat this Cody shut up CODY
CODY don'ttoueh that Cody sit still Cody look
out the window CODY don't tum around Cody
CODY CODYI thought you did that before we
left.
"So who is this Cody?"
This was the tiny, sad, blond boy in the seat
across the aisle, experiencing all kinds of verbal
and physical punishment for being a child, at
about no Tuesday morning. His mother's voice
continued to rise in intensity, becoming familiar

C

to every passenger on the bus, and accepted,
because there was really no escaping it. She was

an ugly woman, withlongscraggly brown hair
and tight jeans, and she charged down the center aisle toward the bathroom with Cody in tow;
looking disgusted and apologetic that her son
had a bladder.
Cody was used to this kind of treatment.
Cody's mom charged back to their seat after
the deed was done and shoved Cody into the far
comer, where he somehow landedinan

upright

position and began to noiselessly drive a toy truck
along the ledge of the window and the back of
the seat.

I watch in horror as the truck slips from

Cody's hand and goes plunging toward the floor

The blue-haired

woman

two seats ahead

of the bus, landing with a tiny clatter near my

wiped her eyes and waved through her filthy

feet. Do 1 pick it up and fear the wrath of
Cody's mom? Or do I not pick it up and fear the
wrath of Cody's mom? Which would ensure
Cody'ssafery?
A young man in the seat behind Cody has
been smiling since he boarded the bus. He has a
backpack covered withhis friends' signatures and

window at another blue-hair, who wiped her
eyes and waved back. They continued for the
fifteen minutes we waited to leave the station,

crude phrases, scrawled in black permanent
marker. He looks like he hasn't been back down

to earth for days. He cheerfully (he can't stop
smiling, even in his sleep) picks up Cody's truck
this time and every ensuing time it takes the
plunge, earning Cody's lifelong friendship.
The people on a Greyhound bus and in the
bus stations (which can be found in the slums of
every city) are the worst and the best parts of
the stories you tell after the trip is over and you're

almost safely walking out of the dilapidated bus
station, never to return.
"Get off my floor! Get off!'" Before we
even boarded the bus, we had done something

wrong. The floor had been freshly mopped, so to
speak, as the mud and grime had been swished
into puddles under the tables and chairs in the
waiting area of the station. No waiting there,

though, the loud mouthed black woman made
clear. "Don't mean to be cruel," she offered
when she saw our quivering lower lips.
Greyhound promotes its services with a

friendly poster showing two smiling youngstersno older than the mustached kid who seemed to
be in charge at
about bringing
friendly poster
under a caption

the smell of now

one of the stations-something
a friend for free. From another
smiles an elderly black woman,
about senior citizen discounts.

and they continued as the bus pulled out of the
station. Greyhound attracts elderly people who
have either lost their sense perception enough
not realize the horror they're facing, or innocent elderly people who will never again Go
Greyhound.
It attracts people with quirks.
Knives hidden in their socks. A five-dollar CD
player that's yours if you just follow me down
this dark alley. A bongo-playing-reggae-musi-

to

cian-wauna-be. A mother and daughter harboring a food and air freshener obsession.
A
highfalutin "floozy" who accidentally loses her
balance on top of Travis, my protector, beside
me in the tattered seat, as she smugly glances at
me and wiggles her way up the aisle to distract
the bus driver.
"I WVE YOU BABY!" An overweight
black woman waves wildly and calls through
the window to the smooth-looking
man outside. "My fiance," she explains to the overweight white woman in the seat next to her.
"We were together for years, and then we broke
up, and now we're back together again," she
expounds proudly. These two begin to share
their life stories as the glamorous black woman
slithers past and earns the "floozy" tide from

this very woman who called "I WVE YOU
BABY!" through the window.
"Just hold this for a second," the knives-inhis socks Tom pleads with a grin. 1shrug and
take the package of sugar
"Now eat them," he orders,
got her"look at Travis, who
next to him because the bus

couldo'tsbareaseat.

wafers he offers.
throwing a "now I
is sitting inthe seat
was so full that we

Travis is quickly becoming

Tom's best friend. Helpless, Ioffer a sugar wafer to the silent woman Isit with. She refuses

a whiff of idle typewriter
and I begin to see the tunnel
at the end of the light

politely.
At the next stop. Tom warmly invites Travis
to look him up someday. We dig frantically for
our luggage, which may be bound for Washing-

better men have tried

to be a swinger of birches
yet I am she

ton, D.C. for all we know, and pat ourselves on
the back for deciding to leave the driving to

who savors the frost

and prefers the frog

Greyhound, as every friendly knives-in-his-socks
Tom and every loud black woman and every

Sarah L. lixfer

floozy and every complaining mother and every
bus station with its ten-year-old mustached kid

in charge blends into aswidingnightmarishmass.

I Said Something Fun'!fl
I Guess

Planning Ahead
Darling. be patient.
Don't rush anything.
You'll know when it's right.
I don't think you realize
What commitment really involves. hon.

Commitment

is encouraging him

to pack his .bags

You laugh Upwards
as if to grasp the moon

Before the day has begun
And in the end

with your arms thrown up in the air

Wanting to hear how

and then

His day has been.
is forgiving him
for havine an affair
Whether he apologizes

Commitment

Or not

Even when he doesn't
Know he hurt you.

Commitment

reaching Inwards

is traveling together

for those soft years
(when laughing was second nature
and not something you had to think about)
and then

to the court house
Once again
Visiting old memories
Or creating
New ones.

you lean Outwards

Commitment is walking away from anger

soyou don't end up /dllinghim

Commitment is sitting in silence

Knowing when

listening to the divorce la"J'Cr

To speak softly,

Next to the one

Raise your voice,

Who knows you

Or listen carefully.

Better
Than anyone else.

Commitment

reaching for surprised me

and then
I move out of the way,
because if you fall against me
we will both end up with grass stains
from tumbling Downwards

is pushing him

out ofyour ""y

Commitment is accepting

To neither walk too slow

how much he is missing
The truth
That you are
The one he
Waited for all his life.

Nor run too fast.

Heading forward
A1w<rys pressing on.

to the bottom of the hill.

Jennifer At/dnson

Commitment is admitting

how pissed offyou reallyare
That you could have
Reacted differently
Then explain
Exactly what went wrong.

Commitment

is smiling

atyour freedom
When you think about him.

Savior

See his picture,

Read his letters.
and hear his voice.

You want to save me

is forever
remembering how you walked in on them
Knowing the love
You've felt

Sweetheart, until he proposes
A commitment.
Concentrate on building a

Stop loving me
Then I'll want you

From the moment
You met him.

friendship
On the foundalion of honesty.

Desire rolls through me
You need to stop doing that

Why

Commitment

Of course

To

trust,
Commitment

is recognizing

thatyou are not the problem
He has weaknesses and strengths

loa woman
You can save

Jolene Wastrel

That you need to accept
With love
And perseverance.

me

So I'm no longer afraid
That I'll lose you

Integrity, purity. and love.

Katie Petersen

pining
I search for meaning

here. amidst the pines
where shadows fall
in old familiar lines
and trace the ancient, silent paths
of simple wisdom past

53mh L. Yoder

Iscrawled this phrase down inmy journal on
Oetober9, 1998. It's found under the heading
"Cool Stuff" and is complete with its translation and a helpful pronunciation guide for the
word sum. I picked up the phrase while watching an Iowa Public Television program on philosophy. Why did I think that it was important
for me to write it down?
The writing itself was done on a car ride
home from a college visit. This much I gather
from the chart found on the next page, listing
the pros and cons of both Northwestern
College in Orange City, Iowa, and Northwestern

College in St. Paul, Minnesota. Why didmyvacillating over the future cause me to remember a
chance phrase off a TV program? Perhaps I figured that a future college student ought to get a

handle on all the Latin that he could. Or perhaps I anticipated using the phrase in conversation to impress my friends. In any event, there it
sits on the cluttered, wide-ruled page, sandwiched between a paraphrase of Matthew 16,26
and a list of my reasons for being in love with

Monica Ghali.
It was actually Monica who got me started

with the whole joumaling thing. I met her when
our youth groups traveled together-to Monterrey,
Mexico, for a summer missions trip. She and I
became fast friends; by the time my 18th birthday rolled around, she had gained enough insight into my personality to know exactly what

gift I needed.
"No matterwhereyou go. thisrlOtebook cango wiJh
youtornmeyourlmoofwriting.
.. Wuhinitsbindings
the pages can hold song lyrics; stories, v<rses, prayers,
pmonal thoughts, and ..hateve-r elseyou cmIain. "
It is a birthday present that I am still thankingherfor.
I've filled 6 journals in 3 years, The covers
change; some are leather, some spiral-bound, a
few of them are covered with faded eclectic

of the mind. Writing is a way of rescuing such
images from mental oblivion. I flip open my
journal and come across a few pages of scribbly,
sporadic notes for my high school graduation

nior trip ends, graduation looms ahead.
I'm straining to fit all of my life so far, all of
my dreams, all of my gratitude, into a three
minute talk that I'll be giving in less than 72
hours. Ishift my weight, needle-like sensations
shooting up my left leg from a foot that's needing some circulation. I make out the sleeping
form of my friend Jash in the seat across from

me; his mouth hang> slightly ajar, his head jostles
with every contour of the highway,

and he hugs

his pillow tightly to his chest. How can he be so
relaxed? I return to my work. setting down timid
beginnings only to cross them out, drawing arrows to transplant ideas across the page, and
jotting clever-sounding phrases in the margin. I
wonder if Amanda or Courtney has startedher
speech yet. My neck. muscles relax as I collapse

back against the ill-adjusted headrest and nod
off, musing about the definition

of success.

"6/18/99-I've been in Mexico fora few Mys
rww, and all I can stry is that I'm sog/odI came. Today
is Father's Day, so I wrote my dad a little note and
stuck it to the top of his bag. "My father and I

with a gold cross on the front cover, I dare not

go far without bringing my joumal along. One

Dad reaches into his back pocket and pulli out a

never knows what intriguing bit of knowledge
might wisp past him while he's listeniog to the
radio on the way to the dentist's office, It's hard
to tell what refreshiog personality he might meet
wandering down the aisles of a grocery store,
These daily experiences are far too valuable to
trust to the brain alone.
It's terrifying, the rate at which images blur

faded blue hanky covered with white southwestern patterns. He sniffs noisily and hands

together and then disappear in remote catacombs

"10/22/00- My new worst fear is death by tickling. "Man, am I glad that I got out of that room!
I felt like I was going to wet my pants right there
on the couch. This whole "Bible study bonding'
thing is great and all, but I don't think they
understood-what they were doing to me. I shove

speech.
"5/19/99- When I wasfive years old, I was certainthatlwouldnevergraduaufrqrnhigpschooLAt
thatpoint, lifidid not extend beyond theendofrecess
and "etemity"was thekngthofasinglenap time. "A open the bathroom door, take a quick left to
grab some water from the fountain, and shuffle
nearly forgotten scene is suddenly resurrected in
my mind. My stomach contorts in a knot of . down the hall toward my room. As Iturn the
knob and step inside, the first thing Inotice is
anxiety. I'm hunched over in the aisle seat of a
the eerie quiet. Even the stereo is silent; there is
charter bus, squintingin the glow of my mother's
an uneasy stillness in the musty air. Blood roars
borrowed reading lamp and breathing the cold
past my eardrums as I swivel my head to the left.
smell of diesel fumes. My classmates and Iare
pushing home from WashiogronD.C. As our se- There on the black leather coach, staring straight

embrace on an open rooftop in Monterrey, tears
filling seldom used contours in our dust-covered faces. Dad chokes out a few simple words.
"I'm so proud of you, son."
We release awkwardly after a few moments.

musical collages, and one is asimple glossed black

leaving for college at the end of the summer.

the hanky to me. I take it with a shaky hand,
blow my nose, and try to catch my breath. I
bother a chunk of cement on the ground with
the toe of my tennis shoe. Dad stares out over

the dilapidated mass of brick, cloth, spray paint,
and rust that is the city. I read volumes in the
strain of his sharp, sun-reddened features. I'll be

ahead and sitting with unnaturally tense pos·
ture, are two of my Bible study buddies, Jason

Christensen and Ajay Eshcol. Slowly Jason turns
to face me; his mouth is contorted into a suspicious smirk and there is a dangerous glint in his

eyes.
Ihave no time to react. Ifeel more than hear
the explosion from the closet behind me as two
massive arms bind me in a crushing bear hug and
lift me off the floor. I'm yelping and thrashing
adamantly, but none of my desperate efforts
can halt the fateful attack.. Chuck pins me to the
floor as AjayandJason, working in preciseccordination, secure my jerkinglegs and flailing arms.
All three begin in earnest with the torturous

purpose of their complicity. My breath comes in
frantic gasps, my entire body tightening under
the suffocating strain of nerve endings gone
ballistic. I alternate between laughing and cry~

ing and screaming empty threats. The onslaught
continues until I am reduced to a blubbering
puddle of hysteria. Finally, just when I think
that I'm about to slip into unconsciousness, the
tickling tirade relents. After a few moments of
r~covery and a brave pasted smile, Ibegin plotung my revenge.
I often wondered if there is a history of the
world sitting on some bookshelf in heaven. Not
a history of what happened to the dinosaurs

and who killed JFK, but a history of the commonplace. Is God keeping tabs on the lady I met
in Wal- Mart one day who has twenty cats and
no kids? Does He remember what happened to
the Mickey Mouse bilIfoldIlost in second grade?
Does He know what I wished for as I blew out

the candles on my fifth birthday? Are past moments lost forever? God, are You getting all this
stuff down?
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Isle Minnesota ChelY Service Garage
An old garage lined with tool closets.
old boxes, rags. air hoses, and spare parts.
A framed certificate Signifies its certification
as a lubrication department

Creative Cascade
Rnding that experience. that poetic moment
you can tum into art.

retracing events that will speak
on paper,
that is your end,
Traverse the winding trail,

paying no mind to the dense webbing
of disruptive and useless undergrowth
that dims the view.
but instead feeling your way
to that trickle of ideas that lies
hidden
beneath.

and acts as the only decor on the walls
of this Isle Minnesota Chevy Service Garage.
A pewter nineteen forty-six model chevy
covers the hardly visible car lift.
A young man stands beside it while his elbow rests
on the frame of the driver's rolled down window.

He holds his head high. Light glows off the car and
exhibits its old fashioned curves: across the hood,
over the wheels, and down its back.
Its shiny metal grill is topped with a falcon in fiight.
The headlights outline the grill and the tubular bumper
which also holds a slight glow grounds the grill's base.
The man has served for fifteen years.
World War II interrupted his service,
but his desire to work never died.
His desire to do mechanic work never died

as he passed on his knowledge and skill to his son.
who hasn't let the desire die out either.

For he too has children. He passed along this love to his daughter

Eventually. ifyou walk long enough
to the tune of the trickle,

who always watches in admiration while !rmg beside him.

it will merge into something thunderous

and the falcon finds flight in a new generation.

and bold-

underneath their chews, as the oil drips from the elevated car

Heidi Church

A waterfall.
refreshing and liberating.
cascading through you.
revealing to you creative inspirations that

flood your head.
Be cautious though this fall may overwhelm

Wind and Stars-I
A child once said to me,
'" wish I was a sparrow."

your trembling senses.

It may Quench a thirst you
never knew you had.
pouring through your parched imagination.

drenching your thoughts
until you are filled to
overflowing.

Where your waterfall is.
I cannot say.
but when you find it willyou show me how to get there?

Amanda Magnuson

I smiled and replied, -Whyr
The child turned and crawled
Up on my lap. his
Big brown eyes veiled partway
By his thick long lashes.
And with more eloouence than I
Ever heard from any S<lge, he
Explained,
"The wind is like the music
Of harps and flutes,
And that is what holds up a sparrow
When he flies. And if
He flies at night. the
Angels sing to him. and
He can see their twinkling eyes
In the stars that iook down. And with that, he curled up
Beside me on the couch

And fell asleep,
Never to know

That I got up and looked outside.
The winter night chill and clear.
And heard the angels' choir
And S<lWthe twinkles in their eyes.
Jennifer Atkinson
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Daphne and Deanna r<eflect on
Nuditlj and the 'JVlagiGtlje
phenomenon
nonfiction bj Maria DeBoer Ulngsne;
~ ,1'"yself. Maybe the me that's way inside,
1 V lburied deep undemeath my mind and
soul, the me that I don't even know, that me is
lonely. We'll call her Daphne- "shy, fleet" -for
clarification.

Ionly see her when I'm not even

thinking, not trying to think, and everything
starts escaping all at once; she wants to be known
and only can be when I forget to hide her. Not
that I hide her on purpose-it's not something!
can control. The me that I do know-I'll dub
her Deanna, or "bright as day" -is curious. Really curious to know Daphne. So I write. I
can't sit down and say, "I'm going to writel't like
a big innocent stupid baby, and expect to actu-

ally write. Maybe Daphne really is shy. It's
exhausting to try to coax her out. She has to do
it on her own, and I have to be there to notice
and catch her.

This takes awareness and unawareness; Ihave
to be watching with half an eye, but if I look
directly, Ican't see her. Like those "magic-eye"
illusion pictures, perhaps. Hyoufocus on what's
there, you can't see a thing, but if you look past
it, you can. And you can't try to look past it,
you just have to relax and let your focus go. I
have a hard time writing with focus. My
thoughts are too random; Iforget what Iwant
to say before I'm done saying it, because a new,
possibly more attractive thought has entered my
mind. Ithink Daphne, this me that Lcan't control, is fascinating. Deanna is only a fuzzy reo

flection and is no more aware of Daphne than

any other casual observer. When Daphne makes
an appearance, Deanna is amazed and amused.
AndDaphne's loneliness is assuaged forthe tinse

not a synthesis of what I've been fed by other
people's writings; they're stuff I didn't know

existed. And I always wonder what would happen if I wrote it all down.

..

writing in my head Maybe I thinklike a writer.

Sometimes when I start thinking, I wish I
could catch the words tumbling around in my
head and get them down on paper and go back
and look at them and realize how complex my
thinking is. Or maybe it's not complex, it's just
tangled confusion pretending to be complex. I
experience this only in solitude. I do my best
thinking while I'm out taking a walk, barefoot,
down my gravel road at home, early morning or
sometimes dusk, or twilight-whichever
sounds

Or write like a thinker.
I don't like practical or reasonable or logical.
Iam occasionally practical and reasonable and

logical because I have to be. I dislike the writing
that has to be. Idislike the history professor

who will take the tinse to painstakingly change,
with his sickeningly green pen, every single don't,
they're, and that's, into do not, they are, and that is.
Forty-seven times in one paper.
Iwant to write something that my grandma

prettier that evening ... The gravel is damp, the
air is fresh-maybe
I can think best barefoot.
Barefoot in the mud. Or in the shower. Actually, I do my best thinking in the shower. It's

will pick up, glance at, and comment, "Oh, that's
so cute, Maria!" And I'll smile, "You didn't
even read it, and if you had, you wouldn't have
understood a word of it, but that's OK, because

impossible for me to start a big paper without
first spending some time ruminating over it in
the shower. Maybe the more naked Iam, the
better Ithink. That'd be something to investigate, wouldn't it? Music History. Help, Ican't
remember which of the following is not a characteristic of Mendelssohn's musical compositions! Off comes the shin.
But Ilike the thoughts that come to me when
I'm in the shower without a big paper looming

Iprobably don't understand a word of it either
... " I interrupt myself, my train of thought is
crooked, more often illogical. It's amusing to
look back after I've captured some of this on

ahead They come from deep inmy mind; they're

paper; I think it's the only way for Daphne and
Deanna to meet. They laugh at each other.
Daphne laughs because Deanna is so blindunaware of what's at the bottom, in my subconscious or unconscious mind. Scomfullaughter. Deanna laughs nervously, with a trace of
amusement; little did she know what I was ca-

pable of. It's frightening and exciting ...

Midnight Child
I was like a lonely midnight child
Exactly, a child standing in the Starlight
Wanting to get inside. Someplace warm and SaleBut the last time I tried.
It was better in the moonlight.
You are the one who came, the

One who saw the child
Who stood all alone, scared to love again
At first you tried to keep your distance

Midnight Wanderer
Who realized my soul
The one who took my hand.
Held the icy fingers 01 the shivering child
Held me in the warmth 01 his arms
Calmed her fears with his solid Steadfastness
and his Kiss
Built an everlasting Fire inside

But then your heart saw me and knew

I looked and trembled
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It's like I'm

being.

Jennifer Atkinson

The 6eat goes On
Hanorahlementionnonfiction bjJamlBelden

I

t'samazing what rhythms you can hear in
life if you listen well. A car's sporadic turnsignal, two clocks clicking an off-set pulse in a

writing flow, or g>"O"""", to use the rhythmic term,
I like to think that I write because I love the
rhythm of words, because sharing this rhythm

quiet room, a woman walking down the hall

brings joy to others, and because it helps me

with change in her pocket, the clanging of a
flagpole rope on a windy day, the scraping of
plates, clinking of silverware, and slamming of
cups ina cafeteria dishroom - the examples are
endless. A truly attentive ear might catch a veritable percussion symphony inthe passing of a
flock of geese.
Much of my time is spent joining in with
this natural rhythm. I'm a pencil-tapper. I'm a
shoe-stamper. I'm that guy next to you in the
elevator who just can't seem to stand still. He's
pacing. He's humming. He's whistling. He'sfidgeting. He's drumming his fingers on the wall.
That's me. I wasn't a trouble student in high
school, but Igot threatened with the principal's
office more than once for "disrupting class" with
my incessant thumb-drumming.
The aural possibilities in the average classroom setting are staggering. A thick closed book
will produce a dead duumbp if struck with the
thumb and a staccato swack if hit with the open
palm. A bouncing pencil eraser creates a barely
audible dot-dot -dotwhile a writing utensil slapped
down on its side fills the whole room with a
beautiful wooden thda. Put your right foot on
your left knee and your shoe can join in with a
deep baup on the underside of a desk or table.

better understand myself. Icross.my fingers and
tell myself that Iwrite for all the right reasons.
Nevermind that critical whisperthat scolds from
a back room in my mind. "Quitpretending. You
write bromseyou want to impressprople. Youalw;rys
have. Rememberha<:kinMrs.McCleUand'filihgrade
classwhen you used to write fimrry jomnal entries and
read them upfrrmt? Rememberhowyourfriend Josh
Wbeelerusedto writejournol entries toolRemember
howje4lousyou",""whendilyowclassmatesthoulftt
thot Jo';', stories uerefiemier than yo..,,1 You write
becauseyouhavesometbingwprrwe.
Youwriteb=use
it,your best chana at getting a shaft of the spotlight"

Nothing gets you through 7th hour chemistry

like a good driving beat.
Of course, these good driving heats tend to
drive people crazy, but I'm really not to blame.
When a groove is turning over inside of my
mind, kicking and demanding my attention, I
cannot contain it. I've found the same thing to
be true of words. When an idea comes to me
(which isn't as often as I'd like), Imight sooner
stop a mountain avalanche as keep that idea
from rumbling onto the page. This doesn't mean,
of course, that all of my ideas are particularly
good ones. It only means that they are stubborn
about their right to enjoy the daylight of expressIon.

I get a little uncomfortable

when I read in-

credible work by other student writers. How do
they think of these things? Why can't I write
like that? What can I do to one-up them? So
much of my effort isn't driven by a love for the
rhythm of words or a desire to dig deeper into
the core oflife's meaning. Rather, it's driven by
simple pride. Is it wrong to do something because you think you do it well? Where does one
draw the line between pursuing excellence and

Mornings Like This
Mornings like this.
When the sun peeks its head
Over the tops of the swaying birch trees.
Proclaiming to the world
That a new day has begun.
Mornings like this,
When the chill of the night air
Collides with the lingering warmth of the water.
Releasing an eerie mist

That rises from its rippling waves.
Mornings like this,
When the heat from my grandmother'S old coffee cup
Awakens my slumbering hands
And its steaming. sweet aroma
Opens up my nostrils and stirs my soul.
Mornings like this.
When the piercing cry of a loon
Echoes in the bay and declares
The newness he has discovered Like an alarm clock for the sappy pines.
It is Mornings like this,
When the world invites me in -

To leave the costume t call my life
Hanging in the closet for just a bit
Longer. unger, here - fresh - alive.

Carrie Cleveland

fulfiJling one's ego?
Perhaps the consummate percussive experience is a gathering known as the jam session. All
that's required for such an event is the presence
of a few rhythm-loving people. The'instrumental possibilities are endless, consisting of every-

thing from trashcan lids to tympani drums. The
song selection is vast, as almost all of the music
created is impromptu. Each of the musicians is
free to express his or her ideas unhindered by
anything but the common tempo. In a good jam

One Night Stand
innocence lingers

be heard and

session, the musicians playoff each other. They
enjoy one another's creativity and e:ncou.r.lgC each
other along the way. They don't have time for
petty competitive feelings; they're part of something a lot bigger - the music itself.
I need to transplant some of this spirit into
my writing life. Writing does not work well for
me as a competitive event. As soon as I try to
write a piece that's goodenoughfur "Spectrum,"
or achieve some other flimsy recognition, my
brain-pressure rises and the creativity valve is

felt as well. There is more to a word than its

frozen solid. Writing is about lightening up; it's

from the garden

definition. There is also an audible element, the

about putting a little bit of distance between
you and your problems so that you can see them
to scale. And it's about rhythm. It's about a
rhythm that was going strong long before we
ever got here and that will continue when we're
gone. Language is a jam session that we join for
a little while. The enjoyment that it offers us is
real. The "Name in Lights" that it offers us is an
illusion. We add our distinct voice to the mix:
and then fade away .... but the beat goes on.

until morning

Acrually, I've found drumming and writing
to be somewhat related. Words aren't simply

meant

to

be read; they're meant

to

way the word strikes your ear. Each fragment
of vocabulary has its particular accents and

length. The way in which words are fastened
together on the page creates a distinct rhythmic

feeling. An author can draw the reader in by
repetitive phrase lengths. He or she can keep the
reader awake by throwing in short, choppy sentences at irregular intervals. When combinedeffectivelj; these techniques can make a piece of

in barefoot sadness

as I watch you get into your car
from

my

window

Your eyes had no horizon

They were a wish
for endless dancing
among the wild blooms
and summer sunset.
Your breath was a warm mist

when the petals fell from my eyes
with the dew

JenniferAtkinson
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feea/, Absurd
Christiam: 0
T

heart and ask Him

to

forgive all sins. Nothing

else is required to get into heaven. When a
pastor conducts an altar call, he asks people to
bow their heads and close their eyes, and those

accepting Christ anonymously slip their hands
into the air for a few seconds. We would not
want anyone to embarrass himself.
.
Of course, to be agood Christian, aftersaymg
the sinner's prayer certain actions are expected.

One must read the Bible, pray, go to church and
Sunday school, and do one's best to obey the

Bible's teachings. All Christians know John 3:16,
disdain any idea remotely related to the theory
of evolution, and keep their minds from being
poisoned by certain heinous television shows
and movies, such as "Friends" and Dirty Dancing-also. never watch cartoons like "The
Smurfs" or "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles," because they are satanic. (M.ost Christians love

going to the movies, but all criticize l?udly the
depravity of actors and actresses, espeeiallythose
who dare to do a nude scene or swear one too
many rimes.)
Every once in a while during a church service some brave soul will begin clapping during
a praise song, attempting to get the rest of the
congregation to join in. A few do, self-consciously, for a little while, before the clapping
slowly dies out in favor of more respectable,

the kid by then, well, hope springs etemaI ...
Of course, a youth group must reach out to

these lost youth. Most of the youth group is
made up of the kids who grew up in the church,
but please, invite friends, as long as they ~o not

threaten the spiritual lives of the church kids by
swearing, listening to evil music, or dressing ~
any rype of clothing remotely related to gothic,
punk, or grunge. A church must reach these lost
types as soon as possible, and assimilate them
into the Christian subculture quicldy--conversian, like a card game, seems to work the best
when the odds appear to be in one's favor.
Many people who convert to Christianity are
looking for a more peaceful, stable life-~ey
want the restrictions and rules for the secunty

other's children are today.
"And where is that teenager of yours this
morning?" someone might ask.

"Oh, she's ...sleeping-she had a really tough
week at ;chool. .." comes the reply.

Silence.

hello to another Christian soul. My mother and
sister pwposefully arrive at the service late so as
to miss this greeting time.
In the interest of church growth, the pastors

should target certain key segments of the population: namely, young couples with small children.lt'scommonknowledgethatmostChris-

I am told
if I return I will
not recall these walls
this pillow. or what is left to be counted.
I will not even care -

Instead I will start
New dreams and counts
Why then must I leave.
When will I return.
And why did I start counting?

Katie Petersen

needs and no one will ever fed empty with Christ

-ou-

worship service. Most people dread this greeting time-families
sit in little separate sections
in "their" pew, and only .reluctantly leave to say

Vel)' few make it back.

The church offers solid beliefs

in his life. The people greeting one another in
church smile warmly as they say "Goodmoroing," commenting on how well behaved the

subdued, reverent worship. My goodness, please

thirty seconds in the beginning of the Sunday

How can this be
The time has come to leave.
Return is uncertain -

and practices to cling to. The litmus test of a
good Christian is how her life is going, because
the Christ my tradition offers fills all of one's

stop rocking the boat.
Fighting is non-existent in the church;
erybody knows that. The pastors never get
gry, always speak in soft, gentle tones, and
courage congregants to greet one another

evanenfor

Been awakened on this pillow.

tians accept Christ between the ages of eight
and fourteen. If the church does not convert

they provide.

I have not finished counting
The bumps on this ceiling.
Or the stripes on these walls.
Not enough dreams have

non-JU:tion by Rebecca Sheridan
o be a Christian in the t~ditio~ I grew
up in, one must ask Jesus into his or her

Counting

"Be real," says the speaker at the youth conference. "Unbelievers will not be attracted to
someone who seems to be perfect all of the
time. Show them that you struggle, just like
them." The crowd of ten thousand-plus teens

cheers wildly, vowing to put the speaker's words
into action. We begin sharing some of our
struggles with each other, how we sometimes
forget to read our Bible, how we do not know

how to pray, how

we

have broken a relationship

with a friend. Noone mentions anything like
inner emptiness, sexual sin, or hate.
"How are you doing?" someone asks the next

day.
"Fine," comes the automatic reply.

U-Hau/
U-haul.
U as in you.
You are responsible.
not me. Decisions made.
I mean nothing.
U as in yours.

Your life.
now packed in cardboard.

A boxed up life marked "living room"
or "kitchen." suddenly means nothing.
Haul.
Haul as in carl)' the load.
Physically removing these things
which can be moved.
Strip Quickly. the frames from walls and th
sheets from the beds. Leave nothing.
U-haul.
As in you choose to go.
You choose to take away that which is yours
but is mine ... was mine ...

Start again. I will too.
Remembering twenty years.

Forget nothing.

Carrie C1evela
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� Statement to the C)/Adge
nonfiction bjJadynLeipjJ*

I

write this essay for the Judge who will
ultimately decide if my children should
have the benefit of their father's visitation.
Lord, I feel the weight of your decision squashingmy memory as Isit before you on the witness stand in my head, as I face the memory of
the man who was once my husband

and boy.

friend; as I remember the shocked and helpless
faces of my mom, dad, and grandparents. I feel
the responsibility, the vulnerability of my position. Ifeel the pain again. I can see my husband
and his mom opposing me, I canheartheirarguments to You. They will try to convince You
and everyone else that I'm wrong, that it was all
my fault, that I'm a liar, that none of it ever

happened the way I thought it did.
"When did the first incident of alleged abuse
happen, *Jadyn? Would you please describe it in
your own words?" you ask.Iikea lawyer.Iike a
judge.
Iam already

falling

apart. I know you saw

how horrible my life was with him, I know that
anything is possible with You. Bur, I also know
I canoot pot my finger on any evidencethat will
convince a human jury, to make it possible for
us [0 escape him once and for all. Why didn't I
write down the dates when he abused me? Why
didn't I admit it to myself? Why did I write it
all off as being "ignored and mistreated," which
sounds much less serious than what it was?
I could not write it down because someone
might read it and convict me of the thing I
didn't want to believe-maybe even me.

And he might read it. He would tell his
mom about it, just like he told her everything he
hated about me, and she wculd hate me even
more. Things would get worse than they were.

People besides his mom and familywouldknow
that my marriage was not all right, that I had
failed. I wanted no one to know. He was my
husband, and if we were going to make it, we

could not be stockpiling evidence and bad feelings against each other. That's what I thought.
I couldn't claim to be trying to fix things between us if I told someone negative things about

him. or

once someone was allowed to see the

bruises and other marks.
Yet, I could not contain it within me. So I

told my journal that! was hurt, that! was lonely
(that my insides were being burned in acid and
drowned in Noab's flood by what he was doing). I avoided the physical things-like the
bruise marks on my neck, arms, or legs from

being strangled or punched or from having my
arm cranked around behind my back while my
face was pressed into his waterbed. It didn't
matter what he did physically, I told myself; it
would all heal and go away if he would ouly

love and respect me.

But I could not argue

away the absence ofhis respect and love. Nothing festered, nothing needed to be written dnwo
and processed like this absence did. Itried to
understand, I made up reasons for it, Itook the

blame for it. I was consumed by it. But I left
the word "abuse" buried in the back of my mind,
for later, in case it got worse.
I kept trying to convince myself that what I

really needed to do, what God really wanted me
to do, was to stay with *John, to forgive John,
to work harder, and to work harder yet, even if
it meant I would die a lonely and violent death.
I would prove my commitment was true. I
would prove my love was true. To honor my
vow to God, to honor and show my love for

Jesus by loving another human being with all of
my mighr, I would stay, I would forgive, I would
keep trying. When I got to heaven, Jesus would
say "well done, good and faithful. servant. You
never gave up, even in the face of death."

And then I would try to find a way to avoid
allowing him to trample my will and my emotions, without havinghim attack me physically
for it. I wrote, confused and alone, heartbroken, angry, worn-out, worn-down, and nearly
non-existent. And I would pray to You, asking
why this was.

**'
"If he was so abusive, why did you stay with
him so long?" my friends asked later. I wondered the same thing. "You should have left."
No! I could still fix our relationship. AlIwe
needed was a little counseling. IfJohn would
just see what he was doing, and admit it himself,
we could fix things, we really could. We were
not going to fail, we were going to overcome

and grow stronger! You would help us develop
this relationship, even though we started it in all
the wrong ways. Therewould be no other consequences to our earlier actionS. I hoped you
would turn even my bad choices to the kind of

good I was looking for.
From day to day I reasoned with myself,

thinking, "he really loves me, deep dowo inside.
He really does." It's not that serious yet. Maybe
ifl just changed my anitude about his drinking,
. was a little more permissive and understanding ... Maybe if I tried to coax out of him why

he was doing all of this, he would confide in me
and that would

be the

stan of a better relation-

ship between us. Maybe if I just made a budget
I thought he could stick to, with money for
booze, he would see that he was spending too
much of our money, nearly all that he was mak-

ing, on himself. Or maybe if could get him to
pay the bills instead of doing all the financial
reconciling myself. Maybe ifhe had to go to the

utility company to beg for another month's grace
or for a payment plan on top of a payment plan,
he would see. Or, if we just did things together,
itmight work.
If I'm permissive, though, I told myself,
then won't the drinking get worse? Won't he
take that as a sign that it's ok with me that he
spends most of his time out with his drinking
pals? Won't he take it as a sign that drinking a .
couple of six packs ora case after work or with

the boys is ok with me? So I really need to put
my foot down. Draw the line. Give him another ultimatum, this time the last one. Really
stick to my guns. Retumhis anger, retum his
physical force; hope it shocks him into seeing
what he is doingrome. I cry to you. "Oh Lord,

whatdoldo?

I don't know what to do."

You answer. There is a sinking feeling in my

heart which I ignore. I know that nothing will
change, no matter how hard I try. I pray, knowing that You can do anything. "Why don't You
changeJohn?"
Maybe it's that You know that this life with
John is teaching me things I couldn't learn elsewhere. Maybe I need to be focusing more on
You so that I will get what I ask for. I know

that I have been ignoring that sinking feelingwhich was You telling me from the stan where
this was headed-for a long, long time. Maybe
I needed to pay attention to all those phrases I
randomly turned to in Proverbs about "not
spending my time with those who drink to excess," or those "who profane the name of God "
But no, Love is the key. You said Love is the
ultimate rule. Jesus forgave me; now I need. to
forgiveJohn. Seventy times seven. Andmore.

Be like Jesus, forgive John. Really, really forgive
him. Let no man separate what Godhas joined.
together-not even John. Things will work out.
When You see my devotion, You will surely be

inclined to have mercy and change John's heart
for the better.
I just need to focus on You, and I will get
what I want even though I made the wrong
decision to stan with. Was it the wrong decision? Or did I do something to ruin the relationship with the person You created. fur me? What

canldo to fix this? Which of the answers in my
raging heart is from You, and which have I created out of my own imperfect ideals, my own

bargaining reason?
A baby cries, somewhere in the background.
I remember holding her close, my love spilling
over her effortlessly. This baby does not deserve
.to be given me as a mother. God loves this
baby; why did He giveher to me andJohn? A
mother who can't give her the same loving fam-

ily she herself grew up with. A farber who only
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cares about other people some of the time, when
it's convenient for him to do so. This baby does
not deserve to be waked in the middle of the

night by her mother's pleas and her father's roars.
This babydoes not need to seeher mother pinned
to the wall by her throat, outside the door to her
room. This baby does not need tohearthe holes
punchedin the wall, the chairs, phones, and full
Zliter bottles of pop flying, the mother scream-

ing for it to stop. The baby hears, the baby cries.
And the other baby also hears, eventually. Two
precious babies, already exposed to violence

and

hatred. It's my fault.
I hear You, finally,inmy babies' cries. Ihear
You say to me, when the breath is leaving my
throat but not returning, when my husband's

drunken face is blurring fast beforemy eyes and
the sound in my ears begins to echo at a distance-I hear You say, "I planned for those babies to have a happy and loving home. If you
love them, if you love Me, stop the violence
right now. Stop it right now."

I hear my husband gratethroughhis clenched
teeth and pulsating veins, not caring whether
my breath returns, "You fucking bitch, get your
ass in bed! ...and don't sayanotherword
tome,

or I'llkill you. I swear to God I'llkill you." I
heard you John. For the first time in 3 years,1
really heard you.

being in a courtroom, fighting over my children, with a man Iloved even though he hun
me? In admitting that Ifailed to choose someone who would truly love me back, even with

my weaknesses? In admitting that the family I
originally provided for my first two children
was a bad one, not even worthy of comparison with the one Iwas born into? That Ihad
chosen it myself, and remained there, keeping
them there, of my own accord? How will he
know for certain that this man should never
again be involved with me or our children,

...

even though we all loved him?
Lord, have mercy on me, a deaf, blind sinner. I'm not going to bargain with you anymore, or at least I'm going to try not to. So I
ask you to have mercy on him too, but please,
if my cries mean anything, don't let him have
*Vanessaand *Matthew. Whatever Your will,
give me the words and the strength Ineed to
be in accordance with it. Continue to love me
even though I have hun You. Lord, let Your
will be done.

* Tbe names have been changerJ;Jadyn
Leigh isapen name.

"'*

How can I make him fed beyond a doubt the
overwhdming truth of the hun and love, the
confusion of the love and hun, behind the
words writtenin my journal, which are undated,
un-provable, superficial entries in a plain note-

book? How will he be able to believe the words
of my friends when they testify to seeing what I
wasn't telling them? How can he understand
the humiliation and the pain involved-in
even

at a point in time

I could not distinctly remember,
she had become to me like
my mother,
my older sister,

my nagging colleague at work.
In that lookwith that lookI no longer loved her.
I kept Q.uietat first.
but I soon realized
that secret resentment
was smoldering within me.

When I went out with my buddies
and came home late.
there she was-

pacing the floor
in her worn-out velveteen robe.

but I was too fired up
to show mercy.

I pummeled her with my wordsmy angry confession spilling forth
the grudges l'd kept stacked

gulation, the shoving, the punching, the throw-

trying so hard to forgive him and believe that I
could make this work, that we were a team,
that we could do it together? How can I make
him feel the pain, so that he will believe me,
even without the dates, the absolute proof?

I woke up
and looked over at her
lying on the left side of the bed,
and realized that somehow,

Her face contorted with confusion,

time he physically abused me. He will ask me
for names of people Italked to, people Isaw for
my injuries. Italked only to two of my close
friends, and Ididn't tell them about the stran-

go? What was the date? Who did you tell?
How can Iexpress to this future judge that I
loved J ohn more than I loved myself and that I
erased the memories, evenas Iwrote them down,

The time between meeting and finally leaving
Is sometimes called falling in love. -Llsa Loeb

My indignation ignited.
I was not a small child,
and why didn't she trust me?

A judge will ask in the future about the first

ing of objects at me, the breakage of my favorite possessions, until my marriage was nearly
over and I was able to admit to myself what
had been happening, and want it to end. Isaw
no one for my physical injuries, with the exception of two bloody shows while I was pregnant-and no one could prove that he caused
them, because Inever said anything. How did
he hun you? What did he say? Where did you

I Loved Her

against her.

Man in the Mirror
You are laughing
I love to see you laughing.
With your leathered arm lying vertically

I grabbed my golf clubs
and my favorite Jimmy Buffett t-shirt.
walked out the door,
and down the street,
not yet realizing

what I'd left behind.
Carrie Odell

across the base of the open driver's side window

of your 75' Chevrolet pickup truck, you talk with Don.
He has his back to me. standing outside of your truck. A
mud caked boot is planted firmly on the ridged running board and his
right hand rests on the peeling red top of the cab. His sturdy frame leans in toward
your open window. His head is tilted down, spewing out a laugh as deep as yours.
Around him, in the mirror, every detail of your weathered face is reflected.

Though your reflection is split by the crack in the sideview
mirror - split in two by a jagged glassy edge, it is perfect.
Your Alice Chalmers cap sits high on your sweat stained forehead.
Your mouth is curled up and back in a deep guffaw and
your face falls naturally into the laugh lines I fell in love with.
The ring you have worn for 52 years, is fixed to the hand now dangling
out of the window in the cool morning air, catching glints of the

young sunlight. Though its finish is dull - scratched. with dirt embedded
in the engraving. it is beautiful - pure and unbroken.

Likeyour laughter. Likeyou.
Carrie Cleveland

Love These} The [east of
These} J'vl0Child
nan-fiction byRebea:aSheridan
wrapped io a brown paper bag attached to the

"Y'all'restUdents?"
We hear a voice coming from somewhere,
but we cannot yet find its source, nor understand what the voice said.
"Hey! Are y'all students?"
This time we locate the voice. It's coming
from a black man sitting on a rocking chair on
his porch. His voice rasps and crackles before
he takes a drag on the cigarette resting between

his thumb and the first two fiogers on his left
hand.
We stop on the street, and answer. Yes, we're
college students-it's our spring break. We're

here in Mississippi doing work for Voice of Calvary Ministries.
"Never heard of' em. Y' all are working on
your spring break? You getting paid?"
Nn
"Huh. Where'rey'allfrom?" he rasps.shifting his position in the rickety chair and sipping
in some more smoke.
We tell him: Northwestern College, Iowa.
We're doing demolition work up the street.
"I went W college. I went to Tsdcwsf(we
cannot understand) junior college here in Jackson."
We are late-we had better get over to OUf

site. Nice meeting you, sir.
"Sure, sure." He takes another drag.
The site leaders are not there.

I'll go back and fiod them.
"Hey! Doyjkjhlds?"
What? I draw doserto the man's porch. I'm
sorry, sir, Icouldn't hear what you said.
"Do you love me?" He says "love" with a

long, dragging tone: "luuuv"
Yes, Ilove you.
He waves his left hand, now void of a cigarette, and draws me halfway up his porchsteps.
His face is rough and scraggy. His right arm
bangs limp over the armrest of the ebair, a bottle

end of it.
'1)0 you believe in love at first sight?"

Notusually.
"I'm old enough to be your father. Ithinkl
gona daughter 'bout your age."

closer they get to each other."

True, but that's eros and filial love, not agape.
The man is staring into space, still tapping
the bottle in the brown paper bag against his

thigh. "Why do you love me?"
Because you are a human being.
"I've got money in the bank. How 'bout a
candlelight dinner?"
No, thanks.

Okay.
"Doyouloveme?"
Yes.

leans forward io his chair, peering

at me in earnest. "When do you think you'll
marryme?"
My mother married at thirty. That sounds
like a good age.
He leans back and takes a drink from the

Alcp-sided smile stretches across his scraggy
face. "What if 1wanted a hug?"
Okay.
"I'll pay you twenty dollars for a kiss."
Sorty. Will a handshake do?
"I want a kiss." He drags out "kiss" like he

bottle io the brown paper bag. "I knew the

did love: "kee-uss."

The

man

minute I saw you 1loved you. You're here now
'cause you feel the same; that's why you came
back alone." His face stretches to accommodate a slow smile.
Actually, I was on my way to find our site

leaders.
The man leans forward again, the bottle in
the brown paper bag now resting on his jean-

clad right thigh. His eyes are slightly glazed.
"Do you believe in the same God Ido?"

Sorry.
He sips his drink.
"You are the most beautiful white woman
I've ever met." The man shifts sideways in his
chair, his arm now hanging limply again, the
bottle in the brown paper bag perpetually attached to the end of it. He sits up abruptly.
"You ever been with a black man?"
I've never been with anyone.
"You a virgin?"

Yes.

1only know of one. The Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit, three-in-one.
He sits back again. "Good. Do y'know of

the first God?"
First god?
"Yeh. The sun god. Sun
people worshipped."
Okay.

was

the first thing

"Do you love me?"
Not in the way you want me to.

"Agape love."
Yes, agape love. Ilove you unconditionally.
He is tapping the bottle in the brown paper

bag against his thigh. "Agape love's like a triangle, with man and woman at the bottom 'n
God at the top. The closer they get to God, the

Astrsy

"Huh. Howald
Nineteen.

are you?"

Sbiftiog io his ebair, he strokes his chin with
his left hand before peering at me again. He
looks at me, his eyes solemn.
"Y'know, I'd rather see ten women die than
to see you cry."

Personally.I'drather cry than seetenwomen
die.
Themancocks his head to the side, and brings
the bottle in the brown paper bag up to rest on
his thigh. "No, no-I'd rather see ten women die
than to see you cry."
I'd rather cry than see ten women die.
The man's eyebrows furrow, and he takes a
swig out of the bottle in the brown paper bag.
Our site leaders are here. 1 have to go to

work, sir.
"What about that candlelight dinner? You
got a number or somethin'?"
See you later.

I have forgotten to be thankful
Your love has left my ryes
I am bitter and ungrateful
Everything I despise

So soak me with your blood

I feel beyond your grace

The man's face goes blank, his glazed eyes
stunned. "I've got money io the bank," be rasps,

Stifled ~ my hatred

And when you're through with me
A sniveling messy heap
Remind me what you did
For one beloved sheep

"Where do you want to go?"
His brows furrow further, and he stares
down at the bottle in the brown paper bag.

Run down and in despair

Frustrated with believing
I don't want to even care

Throw your crumbs in my face
Break me hard and mean it

SamLamb
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'Ihe Perfect 0(;[0
nonfiaionby ]amlBelden
a few minutes early, I was able to personally
greet each member of class with a firm handshake before finding my seat in the first row.
When the professor entered the room, I led the

next week. I won't bore you with the details of
the rest of the afternoon. Suffice to say that the
Dean of Students' mailbox has a new coat of
paint and every person enrolled. at Northwestem has a jumbo candy cane waiting for him or

mmen~inarenilitillncl"H~~Birthch~"as

her at the RSC desk.

he had mentioned. last week in passing that to-

ing stretching routine. While twisting myself
into a series of pretzel-like contortions I took

childhood pictures of our professor that his wife

The evening started off on a creative note. I
got together a camera crew from the communications department and we went around campus interviewing students for a documentary on
the effects of sleep-depravation and snack food

lent to me. When we actually got around to the

binging. A few hours in the editing room and I

my resting heart rate and mentally rehearsed the
irregular forms of present subjunctive Spanish
verbs. Having changed into jogging clothes the
night before, I simply grabbed my already-pasted

lecture, I took detailed, color-coded notes which

was ready for a late-evening supper, so I ordered.
pizza for all of Colenbrander Hall. The restaurants in town had to call in back-up from Sioux
Center and Le Mars. There was a real festive

just lived the perfectchy. At around 5,45
this morning, I shot bolt upright in bed
with a huge grin plastered across my face and a
song swelling in my burgeoning heart. In one
graceful motion, I flipped my body into the air
and reached down to smooth out the crumpled.
bedding beneath. I tuckedmy knees to my chest

fore their due date. Since I arrived to Theology

and whipped off two tight summersaults

day is his 40''. Upon handing out the cupcakes
that I had tucked into my bag for just such an

I

he-

fore planting with Olympic-style flourish on the
thin carpet below: Icommenced a rigorous morn-

toothbrush and slid out the door, careful not to
wake my sleeping roommate by slamming it too

hard.

I

II
I
I
I

On my way down the hall I paused at each
door to scribble out a phrase of encouragement
to my wing-mates. Ipicked up a couple of stray
pizza boxes in the stairwell and tossed them
into the dumpster outside, spitting my toothpaste into the snow and tucking my brush behind my right ear. It had snowed three or four

inches during the night, so I grabbed my scraper
and cleaned the windows of every car in the lot.
I finished about the time the sun was coming

up; I paused and composed a limerick thanking
God for His goodness to our tiny, shivering

planet.
I covered two miles of Orange City sidewalks on my jog. waving politely at passing cars
and reciting my memory passage for the morning, the entire book of Exodus. I rescued a cat
stranded in an old oak tree and returned. it to its
owners before stopping by Jensen's Grocery to
pick up a few supplies for breakfast. Using my
RA's microwave and a cookbook I found on the
Internet, I made breakfast-in-bed for my room-

mate. While be munched, I ironed his shirt and
dusted the room with lemon-scented

Pledge.

occasion, I presented. a slide show to the class of

I translated into Latin in the margin, just for
fun. Our professor got an emergency phone call
with about 10 minutes left of class, so I stepped.
in to finish the day's unit. When it was time to
go, I stood at the door handing out cinnamon
Trident to everyone as they exited.
On the way to Conducting class, I talked to
my broker via cell-phone and bought more tech
stocks at their current low price. I noticed that
a large section of the Christmas lights on the
evergreen outside Z werner Hall weren't lit, so I
braved the needles to find the burnt-out bulb
and replace it with one I happened. to tuck into
my pocket while putting up some lights in the
dorm. I stopped by a practice room in the performance hall after Conducting and reviewed
all the major and minor intervals under an octave. There was a spare moment before chapel,
so I composed a two-verse song about the im-

pact my dad has had on my life and did some
fine-tuning on the piano.
The chapel sound system was broken, so I
had Monte, the building's custodian, show me
the ladder to the roof and did some quick wiring on the overhead-speakers, suspending my~

self from the ceiling's metal framing. During
lunch, I administered the Heimlich maneuver to
a girl choking on some brussels sprouts at the
next table. When I noticed a long line in front
of the dish room conveyor belt, I set my tray

Aftergleaning allthe important world news from

aside, donned a plastic apron and gave a helping

the morning paper, I said a prayer for suffering
people everywhere while sewing a peace mural
to hang in an empty space on the wall
Convinced that the windows had been
cleaned to satisfaction and that all the plants

hand to the cafeteria staff.
After offering a few suggestions for improv-

had been watered, I departed for class, stopping
by the library to return my books two days be-

ing the efficiency of the dishwashing assembly
line, I paced over to the library, balancing my
checkbook on the way. The quiet atmosphere
of Ramaker was conducive to studying, and I

completed all of my homework due within the

feeling floating around when all that great food
arrived. Some of us guys, being in the holiday
spirit, decided to do some caroling in the other

dorms. More students joined the group with each
stop we made; the whole thing commenced with
an impromptu candle-light hymn-sing on the
Green. As I looked out over a flickering sea of
candles and heard the mingling voices of hundreds of students lifting praise to God for the
glory of His Incarnation, I thought to myself, I

just lived the perfect day,
Of course this entire scenario is just a fig.
ment of my restless imagination. Its humor masks
a deeper disappointment. Today was actually
depressingly like yesterday and the day before.
As I lay sprawled out on my bed. in a small pool

of lamplight, my prayers take on the familiar
form of confession. God,fargivemeformycomplaceru:y,Jor my se/fishness,for my !a<k of visian,for my
lack of a servant's heart. Forgive me for my tepid
attitude toward You and my fizilure to looe others.For
all myfizilures, Lord; I'msorry. I can't even live outa
decent My, let alone a perfect one. I press my Bible
shut and wearily pull the chain of my reading
light, thankful for the darkness.
WJltomlf>WWbearrydijJerentilburymy>dfin
covers andmuse over worn-out wonderings. WJ1
I comearry closer tofollowingJesus' command to 'be
perfect asyour heavenly Father isperfect?' Wbat does
it mean to beperfeetanyway?Sleep comes fasttonight, so there's no need for counting sheep or

anything like that. Still, as everything on the
outside fades quietly, I'm drawn by the far-off
image of a single, white lamb.

Downtown

Dive

fiction by CArrie L Cleoeland
""T'1hesoft rain caressed my face and a warm

1October

breeze

dried the

drops as soon

as they hit my skin. The mist created a foggy
haze in front of the streetlights and glowing
storefront windows. The mannequins behind
the glass smiled at me with their painted lips,
holding their pose for hours and wearing the
latest fashions from Dayton's.

With their

makeup perfectly applied and their hair just so,

their

eyes

stared. off

somewhere

over my shoul-

der. I could feel my hair start to get heavy from
the humid mist. I kept walking.
I passed by a huge building. A convention
center maybe.

At any

rate, there were

hundreds

of people filing out, apparently done
"conventioning" for the night. Actually, I did
remember seeing on the news the other night
that something big was coming to town. They
always featured that kind of stuff: always talking about the newest attractions. A single policeman stood positioned in the middle of the
cross-town intersection, wielding magnificent
power with two neon glow sticks. Much to my
surprise, and I'm sure also to his, all the Saturday night-lifers seemed to obey his stop-and-go
commands.
He let us cross 4200 Street. Ladies in fur and
plastic rain bonnets and men in dark Armani
overcoats rushed pastme, anxious to locate their
cars in the Robinsdale parking ramp. I shook
the rain out of my dirty blonde hair and unzipped my parka. It was much too warm to be
wearing a parka, but I wanted to. It's such a fun
word, parka. It's a good coat too.

"Hey baby. How you doin?"
I ignored them. I alway> did. They lined the

I am on the pier.

The rain began to fall harder, stinging my
face with each pellet-like drop. Small puddles
formed in the cracks and depressions of the sidewalk and street. The pace to the parking ramp
sped up. Those who still had to cross Jackson
Street waitedimpatiendy
at the comer with me.
Every now and then, I heard one of them mutter something about Mr. Cross-town and his

glow sticks. I wish I had a glow stick. It would
go nicely with my parka. I could stand thereaod
direct things all day and all night. You stop and
you go. Nowyou stop and you go.
I could make the girls in their short black
skirts aodbigh red heels wait as long as I wanted

them

to before they could cross the street to

their favorite club. And what a pity it would be
if it was raining again and their perfect hair and
painted face and Dayton's

scarf were

all some-

how disturbed
Mr. Cross-town

signaled us to walk. The

mad dash to the garageresumed aroundme. The
sounds of heels aod loafers slapping against the
wet pavement filled the air. It was a frantic
sound, an urgent sound. It quickly faded out as
more and more people left the street and en-

tered the parking garage. The hoots and hollers
of those who nightly took ownership

of the

sidewalks aud bus stop benches began

fade as

to

well. The bass from their stereos no longer had
the power to raise the hairs on the back of my

neck
This power was somehow

turned over to

the neon lights of Jackson Street. The flashing
signs advertising beer aud sex littered the block,

street, standing there, doing nothing but sputtering out street slang, listening to their headphones, and polluting the air with the off-color
obscenities that poured from their boom boxes.

alongwith everyone who bought into those neon
lies of pleasure and fulfillment.
Bankers, investors, and sales representatives
swept past me on their way to unwind from yet
another long, hard day. My heart went out to
one man in particular as he handed the valet the

They smoked freshly rolled cloves, rolled right

key> to his new J agoar. Poor fellow. Drink up

there on the street; no charge. Twopolice officers sat in a squad car on the comer of their
block. They sat there, sipping coffee from ster-

licg thermoses. Sometimes I wondered if they
were really sipping coffee. Through the dust of
the windshield, the two of them always appeared to be so relaxed and almost euphoric.
No wonder the drug dealers weren't afraid to

dispense their goods on this street. All night the
officers sat there, watching, waiting for trouble.
There never was any that I saw, but the 6 o'clock
news the next day usually said otherwise.
"Yougonna keep walkie?"

I zipped up my parka and kept welkin'.

friend-I'm

sure somehow you deserve it.

Oth-

But is it the pier of life?
or of reality?
both.
I suppose rtght now
it doesn't have to be just
one or the other.

In this sparkling yet solemn moment,
they are one.
I see the lights of the boardwalk.
and the honking of cars reaches my ears.
(restless teenagers looking for attention)
the lights of the town sparkle like jewels
against the channel.
somewhere up there are my brother and his
friends.

"looking for women." they said.
I could join them, "look for men." but I don't,
I am on the pier.

an unsettled. yet strangely calm
point in life.
Finished with one song.
done taking my bow.
but I haven't sat back down to play the next tune.
I'm otTthe shore. not touching land,
and I see the water.
but I can't feel it-not yet.
I hear the waves crashing on the shore.
the water is so close.
most of the plans are made.

but it's still so far otTin about six weeks

I will begin a new life:
1"11dive headfirst into the water
from the end of the pier.
and the water will hit me-s-cold.
scary, and strangebut simultaneous!y new,
invigorating. and eXciting.
more than a change of address.
it's a different state of mind.

I will no longer be standing on the pier.
looking back over my shoulder
at the beach-the
shore.
I will swim farther. faster. stronger.
as I adapt to my new life far away.

ers joined him andI kept walking. The rain had
stopped and the humidity had broken some.
Traditional October weather began to settle in.
Yet tonight I am on the pier.
It's a good thing I had my parka on. I pulled the I write deep into the night.
collar up around my ears. I could feel the water
trying to capture this in-limbo feeling.
from the puddles penetrating my shoes and soak- I stand still, wailing and wondertng.
inginto my socks. I ignored it and kept walking,
dreaming of my new life,
staying in the beams of the tall street lamps.
brtnging small parts of the old with me.
In the distance, I could see another man with
glow sticks. They were out in full force tonight. yesterday I walked along the shore.
tonight I am on the pier.
They must know something that we don't.
Hmmm .. .I guess I will just have to wait and tomorrow 1"11dive ...
see. I'm sure it will be on tomorrow at 6:00. It
Missi Ingham
always is.
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'The }'v1usiciOLnin Aisle 3
fiction by Sara Lamb

I

decided to work at Target. I liked the
way Target treated people. The employees
were always friendly. They made time for you.
You were special at Target. You weren't just a

Target catered to
you. When you walked into Target, you knew
customer,

you were a guest.

that you were the priority. They had nothing
bener

I

to do than serve you. I even liked the

followed, srruggling to keep up with his furious
pace. His destination was the drinking fountain.
He filled the metal bowl with water, his eyes
darting around to make sure he wasn't being
watched. I ducked into the sporting goods section as he passed by me and headed back to the
crystal.
"Excuse me ... miss? Do you know

where

rate from the

ODes

he didn't want. Danielle

picked up the red phoue.
"Ted? Come to aislethree- There'ssomeweird
stuff going on."

You do not cali a guest weird, Danielle. Somewhere in minute 33 they talked about respect
and avoiding negative comments and quick
judgements. Runf! willed the musician. Make a

brWefrit.Nal=don'tbrWeanything.
Y1kes.Justgp. Nuw. 7hey'regoingw",tthyou.

Crystd
But he

uniforms. They matched the maroon and beige
decor of the store. And there was room for the
individual when it came to the uniform. Style
of clothing didn't concern them as long as the

the car air fresheners are?" a voice asked..

shirt was red and the pants were khaki. Target
seemed like the ideal place for me.
lt was my first week at Target. My first day
of real work, that is. I had watched 74 minutes
I learned

He was at the crystal again, by the time! got
there. The pitch pipe was on a string around his
neck, the metal bowl now full of water was in
his lap and he held the musiral score in his hand.
Gingerly dippinghis fiuger in the water, he moved
the finger arouud the top fo the glass. The crys-

how to clean the bathrooms, face the merchan-

tal made an eerie sound.. He looked at the score

ing an hour between rehearsals. It didn't matter

dise and keep an eye out for shoplifters. I knew

and blew into the pitch pipe. He added water by
dipping a goblet in the bowl and pouring the
liquid from the goblet. And then he ran his fin-

whar he said. ! listened, but Ted and Danielle
were not interested. They were concerned about
the water. Promptly clean up spills. An unhappy
guestwho slips on thewetfloorcoukl sue. Keep ~
happy. They told him to leave. I winced.
After three days fish and company get old.
Mark Twain said something like that. Or somebody did. Our guest had only been there thirty
minutes. I wanted him to stay. They asked him
to leave. So he did. His five crystal glasses,slighdy

of training videos. After the videos, they showed
me how to work

the cash registers.

where to find stopwatches, Kleenex boxes and
picture frames. I was ready.
I was not ready. They did not trainme enough
for this. As I walked around the store doing
random guesr patrol,l was not prepared for what
was going on in aisle three. A man was playing

with the crystal. A dozen or so goblets had been
taken out of their boxes and were spread out on
the floor. In his hand he held a round metal
object, maybe a pitch pipe? I couldn't tell for

sure. The man almost looked distinguished. He
was wearing

a button

down shirt tucked into

nice pants with dress shoes. His hair was mussed.

No wonder. He kept running his fingers through
it. He was sitting on the floor looking intensely
at a packet of papers. This man was hurried.. He
was on a mission. I wanted to help but didn't
know how, so I chose to watch.
The man surveyed the aisle nervously, get-

ting to his feet. ! hid behind oue of those poles
with the red official looking phone on it. His
hands found a metal mixing bowl. He headed
down aisle three. I was wondering if I should
put away the crystal goblets

or at least move

them to the shelves so nobody would kick them
and break them, but instead! decided to follow

Hmmm nope. I don't "Find them yourself."!
didn't have time to be courteous, but I remerebered to smile.

ger around the rim again. he lifted the glass to
his mouth and took a sip. He made a face. Iowa
water; I know. He tried the pitch again and nodded. He moved the goblet to his right side. He
repeated the process with a different goblet.
I was stunned. This odd man, without permission, made music in aisle three. He continued to tune the glasses, dripping water on the
floor in the process. Music was messy. I understood. Then he set four glasses with the one on
his right. The rejected ones were grouped on his
left. He tried the five chosen ones again, checking each note with his pitch pipe. I felt like

applauding. WhensomebodyisaguestinyouThouse
and they do something amazing, areyousupposed to
claprI'm telling you, 74 minutes of videoshow to count back. change, how to tuekin your
shirt, how to politely remind guests that they

could only take three garments with them to the
fitting room- and nothing about crystal. Nothll1f,

Danielle came up behind me, as I stood
watching the musician. She looked at me, and I
could see the What's going on? in her eyes. I
shrugged. His pitches perfected. the musician

didn't listen.

Ted came.
When TedandDanielleasltedtheirguesrwhat
he was doing in aisle three with five unboxed,

uow wet crystal goblets, a half full metal mixing bowl and a puddle of water, he tried to
explain. Something about directing a percussion

ensemble and needing real crystal and only hav-

wet in boxes were double sacked in white plastic bags.
I suppose the training video now lasts 77
and a half minutes. I bet they've added a new
section on crystal. There's probably a composite
sketch of the musician in the break room. H he
returns to the store, they might even shoot him.

! wouldn't know. I quit my job at Target. My
one day of real work left me disillusioned. I
to be better than that. The way
they hustled that man with the crystal out so

expected Target

quickly was horrible. They didu'ttreat him like
a guest. They treated him more like trespasser.
I've got anew job now. I founded a group of
percussionists. We are the Crystal Goblets. We
play on street comers for money. Sometimes we

get enough change

to

do our laundry. Our best

esting than an aisle full of crystal and mixing

quickly stood up and moved his crystal baclsto

song is one I wrote called "The Musicianin Aisle
3." And all our instruments
come from

bowls. He strode to the back of the store. I

the shelves, keeping the ones he wanted sepa·

Goodwiill.

him from

a safe distance. he was far more inter-
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5/dYlerg/d
nonfiction by Carrie Odell
'"J"1heticking of my blue wall clock slowly
1. fades out of my consciousness. Iignore
the humming of the refrigerator and concentrate. All I can hear are the voices in my head,
compelling me to tell their story. to pen them
into existence.

Sometimes the voices speak loudly, and in
unison.

I catch choppy flashes, but they are

difficult to decipher, and I am overwhelmed by
their distorted ramblings. I argue with them,
trying to prune and shape and transcribe what I
am hearing. Weplay tug-of-war with ourwords.
!lunge for a sentence; the voice relentlessly grabs
it back, sendingme---and my pen-sprawling in
surrender.
Magic happens when I hear clearly just one
voice, strong and direct. I listen attentively,
knowing I am an instrument of a higher calling.
Words flow freely and smoothly, and I write
them down quiclsly, but carefully. My pen dances
to the sound of the voice, trusting and waiting
eagerly for the next answer.
When the voices subside, I wonder wherethey've disappeared to. Are they lurking among
my memories? Sometimes the voices hibernate
for long, barren winters. I know they are still

a1ive-I can hear them breathing. I listen closely
to the echoes of their slumber, but speech must
wait. Their sleep is my torment. I try to force
the pen onto the paper, but it moves sluggishly
and without divine inspiration. There is no passion, just a longing to discover and create, to be
enveloped in words.
My writing creates synergy. The motion of

The Vigil
In a chair from which I cannot stand
Dumb knowledge turns the hour.

paralyzed again.

I.

Puncturing the darkness
he will kidnap
my precious ones.

Pajama-clad
I hide,

III.

shivering

under a knitted blanket
Silence abounds
with noises

A car pulls in across the street.
it could be the unmulfled rewing of
His car

The moon wanes
Desiring rest
from jaded premonitions.

A neighbor works late
or early:
a table saw screams

My husband,

in his garage

The one

who bruised my heart
more than he bruised my neck
claiming to love me.

II.
The backfire in the alley
is the sound

cloaking his entry

Echoing in the cold
tired sweat

under my blanket,
For me
it is the sound of the future
I have seen in my darkened windows
It is the sound of surgeons

cracking my chest
to remove the bullet

Every creak

a footstep
Every groan of wood
a cry mulfled

hls last crime in the darkness-

Every leaf moving against the window
a sussuration
of Whispers

my pen, clicking in rhythm with the thoughts
that appear inside my head, the voices, the inter-mingling of my psyche. Not one, but all of
these, have such a powerful effect on me that I
can do nothing but submit.
When the voices speak, I listen. When the
voices sleep, I wait. But I am always living in
anticipation of when we will have our next
conversation.

I shudder. I pace, I check.
I return.

the only way he will ever
leave me be.

Second-place poetry, Jennifer Atkinson

January
I smell like sulfur and smoke.
How would you smell in my position?
Wish I had more of an escape than a lonely book of matches, and a cigarette.
I need a friend and a Quiet place with a few stiff drinks.
Some sad music in the background.
Or if I can't have these, a blank canvas and a gallon of blue paint.
Give me a canvas the size of a bus.

Iwould cover every last inch in a shade of blue or black.
None of these are at

my

disposal now.

None but this pen, paper, and thousand bad thoughts playing demolition derby in my head.
One thing guaranteed. tomorrow will come.
Doesn't mean I will see the sun.

That there will be no clouds.
That it will be warm.
January is full of gray skies and bone chilling days.
Winter is here ...

sometimes always.

Nate Schoenfeld
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Nighthawks

A FreshCupl

I wipe the counter.
My back hurts, my feet hurt Long night.

A cup of understanding with
a mid morning crisis please.
Oh could you put a little
sympathy in that. Hold the
judgment. I'm on a diet.
Usually I take it vaguely
blunt, with a slice of
simplicity, while I read the
morning obscurity. I just
thought I'd change it up
today. Just one of paradoxes
little life's.

[ohnny's back again,
Never comes in unless
He's had a spat
With his old lady.
She was in here once,
Never said much

Just glared a lot No wonder

Johnny's a regular.

nate schoenfeld

More coffee?

He gives a nod from under
His hat
And sighs
Big and loud,
Poor bastard.
I keep wipin'.
'S it always this hoppin' in here?
A lady in street-walker red
Laughs and looks down her nose,
Licks curled red lips,
Bats tarantula eyes.
I keep wipln'.
Red lady'S friend flicks
Ashes from his half-gone cigarette
Into his half-gone coffee.
What dya expect baby?
It's real late - all the good folks'r
In bed.
He shoots a look at Johnny.

Eaitor's Note: This process was meaningful, to say the least. Through this process I was
given a rare gift: the chance to see into other people's lives, to hear their voices and stories
clamoring to be heard against the din. This publication gives those voices a chance to be
heard; they surface clear and vibrant in a sea of words that paint pictures of truth, humor,
inquiry, and poignancy. Our off-campus judge this year was writer and professor Laura
Apol. Apol's choice for first-place non-fiction went to Jared Belden's "The Little Guy." She
called it "a nice portrait of a quirky and entertainining. but very likable individual.
. a
good read." Lisa Bouwman authored the first-place fiction piece for the second year in a
row, "Object of Obsession." Apol commented, "l really liked the voice in this piece ...
the
piece had a nice 'slice of life' quality to it." Amanda Magnuson's "Nighthawks," based on the
Hopper painting, took first place in the poetry category. Apol's critique said, "After reading
the poem several times, I got out my Hopper book.
. and looked at the four people again.
I could really see them as the poet had 'painted' them." Our cover editor's work reflects
Apol's desires after being introduced to the 2001 SPECTRUM. Apol commented on our
writers, "1 felt a sense of wanting to know more about them, wanting to phone you to find
out how the voices in the poems and stories fit with the people I imagined were crafting the
words." Bravo, NWC writers! With pleasure) hand over to you, the reader, the same gift)
was given.

Enjoy.
Jessica M. Laaveg

She laughs again
He pulls her close
And mashes his face
Into her white neck.
Johnny pulls his hat a little further
Down his forehead
And slumps on his stool.
Here. Johnny. have some pie On the house.
I slide the plate to him.
Then I wipe the counter
While the damn couple just gawks.
Finally, red lady pulls her friend away
From the counter.
V'know, baby, you can scrub
All YQU want.
But that don't make this hole
Any better.
They strut outside onto the dark street,
Laughing.
They ain't regulars.
I just keep wlpin'.

first-place poetl)! Amanda Magnuson
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